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ABSTRACT

Organic energetic material (OEM) research has attracted a lot of attention due to its

wide application in mining, demolition, military weaponry, and aeronautical engineering.

OEMs often exhibit a tradeoff between properties, associated with the energy content of

the materials, and the potential for inadvertent ignition to detonation. Microstructures

have been shown to have a significant impact on properties of OEMs. Thus, properties of

OEMs can be tailored by manipulating their microstructures. In this dissertation, several

techniques are developed for fabricating micro- or nano-scale OEMs. The thermal

stability, burn rate, and laser ignition properties of some prepared micro- or nano-scale

OEMs are also investigated. In addition, the prepared highly nanoporous graphene oxide

(GO)-nitrocellulose (NC) films are used to synthesize three dimension (3D) graphene

networks and nitrogen-doped (N-doped) 3D graphene networks.

In chapter I, the author provides a comprehensive description of the progress and

development of microfabrication techniques in OEMs and the motivation of the

dissertation. The developed techniques are divided into two categories: (1) fabricating

micro- or nano-scale void structures on the surface or inside of OEM films or bulk

materials; and (2) controlling the crystalline structure and particle size of OEMs. In

addition, this chapter will discuss properties of micro- or nano-scale OEMs.

In chapter II, purification methods of various organic materials, preparation methods

of various substrate and organic thin films, and procedures of different patterning

methods are addressed. The author also demonstrates the procedures to fabricate
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pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) micro-crystals, GO-PETN micro-composites, and

various nanostructured nitrocellulose films.

In chapter III, two novel techniques, adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography and

tip induced crystallization lithography (TICL), are developed to pattern OEM thin films.

For the adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography, an adhesive agent is coated on a

PDMS stamp to increase the adhesion force between the stamp and the organic thin film.

In comparison to traditional lift-off lithography techniques, the adhesive reagent assisted

lift-off lithography does not require high contact pressures or external heating, which

potentially allowing for patterning of a wide range of thermally sensitive compounds.

The TICL technique depends on coating an amorphous organic thin film on a substrate

and then inducing crystallization of the thin film using an AFM tip. After removing the

non-crystalline materials from the substrate, the organic crystal arrays can be obtained on

the substrate.

In chapter IV, two novel techniques are developed to manipulate the crystalline

structure of PETN. Firstly, the author investigates the fabrication of PETN thin films

through spin coating. The crystalline structure of PETN is found to have a strong

dependence on the size of non-crystalline PETN particles in amorphous thin films. The

non-crystalline PETN particles can be controlled by adjusting the spin coater rotational

speed and solution concentration. The author also sets up a model to describe the

relationship between the non-crystalline particle size, spin coater rotational speed and

solution concentration. Secondly, the author indicates that GO can be used to manipulate

the crystalline structure of PETN. The irregular PETN micro-crystals can be fabricated

by using a solvent/non-solvent method; however, after introducing 0.5% or more GO, the
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PETN formed regular microrods. In comparison to pure PETN micro-crystals, GO-PETN

micro-composites have higher thermal stability and slower sublimation rate and vapor

pressure at temperatures ranging from 105 oC to 135 oC.

In chapter V, nanostructured pure NC and GO-NC films are fabricated via using an

evaporating method and a mixing method, respectively. The morphology of pure NC

films can be controlled by the solvent and growth temperature. Using dimethylformamide

(DMF) at a growth temperature is 5 oC, reproducibly yielded spherical NC particles. And

the final diameter of the prepared NC particles can be further tuned by solution

concentration. The highly nanoporous NC films can be prepared via introducing 0.5% to

3% GO. In comparison to the bulk NC film, the pure NC films with sub-micro spherical

particles and nanoporous GO-NC films have faster burn rate. The thermal stability and

NIR laser ignition properties of NC films are also obviously improved when doped with

0.5% or more GO. Furthermore, the high-quality and uniform 3D graphene networks and

N-doped 3D graphene networks can be prepared through thermal decomposition and

combustion of GO-NC composites, respectively.

In chapter VI, the author summarizes the dissertation and presents the future works.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Organic energetic material (OEM) research has attracted a lot of attention due to its

wide application in mining, demolition, military weaponry, and aeronautical engineering.

OEMs often exhibit a tradeoff between properties, associated with the energy content of

the materials, and the potential for inadvertent ignition to detonation. Microstructures

have been shown to have a significant impact on properties of OEMs. Thus, properties of

OEMs can be tailored by manipulating their microstructures. To date, a series of

techniques have been applied to manipulate microstructures of OEMs, such as spray-

drying, dip pen nanolithography, physical vapor deposition, etching, and sol-gel method.

Therefore, it is necessary to provide a comprehensive description on these developed

techniques to help researchers understand and compare the advantages and disadvantages

of these techniques. The objective of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive

description of the progress and development of microfabrication techniques in OEMs and

the motivation of the dissertation. The developed techniques are divided into two

categories: (1) fabricating micro- or nano-scale void structures on the surface or inside of

OEM films or bulk materials; and (2) controlling the crystalline structure and particle size

of OEMs. In addition, this chapter will discuss properties of micro- or nano-scale OEMs.
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1.1 Overview of organic energetic materials

Energetic materials (EMs) are a class of materials with a high amount of stored

chemical energy that can be rapidly released to produce a significant amount of heat and

pressure on surroundings. EMs include pyrotechnics, propellants, and high explosives

(HEs).1-5 Pyrotechnics and propellants, also known as low explosives (LEs), which

release their chemical energy through a slow deflagration.1-5 The burn rate of LEs is less

than the speed of sound. Pyrotechnics are usually composed of an inorganic oxidizer and

metal powder in a binder.1-6 Typical pyrotechnics include potassium perchlorate (KClO4,

oxidizer)-strontium carbonate (SrCO3, fuel)-pine root pitch (binder) (red flame

compositions), KClO4-barium nitrate [Ba(NO3)2]-pine root pitch (green flame

compositions), KClO4-anthracene (black smoke compositions), etc. Currently,

pyrotechnics have been widely used to prepare fireworks, illuminating and signaling

flares, colored and white smoke generators, tracers, safety matches, explosive bolts and

fasteners, incendiary delays, etc.6,7 Propellants are also composed of an oxidizer and a

fuel in a binder.1-5 Typical propellants contain black powders (charcoal and sulphur are

the fuel and postassium nitrate (KNO3) is the oxidizer), polymers bonded ammonium

perchlorate (AP) (oxidizer) and aluminum (Al) powders (fuels), nitrocellulose (NC)

and/or nitroglycerine (NG) and/or nitroguanidine (NQ) based on compositions. Some

propellants also contain combustion modifiers, such as lead oxide. Propellants have been

applied in high speed propulsion systems, such as rocket and gun propulsion systems.1-5,7

HEs release their chemical energy through a fast detonation, which is a process of

intramolecular breakdown.1-5 The detonation velocity of HEs is ranging from 3 to 9 km/s.

HEs include primary and secondary explosives, which are classified based on their
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susceptibility to initiation.1-5,7 Generally, the primary explosives are considered to be

those compounds that are more sensitive than pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) and

they are extremely sensitive to external stimuli such as impact, friction, heat, static-

electronic spark, laser, and shock.8 Primary explosives contain metal azides (such as

ammonium azide, lead azide, and silver azide), lead styphnate, mercury fulminate, etc.

Primary explosives are often used as initiating agent to initiating explosives because they

can be used to ignite secondary explosives. Secondary explosives include PETN,

trinitrotoluene (TNT), 1,3,5-trinitroperhydro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX), 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-

trinitrobenzene (TATB), 1,1-diamino-2,2-dinitroethene (FOX-7), 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-

1,3,5,7-tetrazocine (HMX), 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-2,4,6,8,10,12-hexaazaisowurtzitane

(CL-20), etc. In comparison to the primary explosives, secondary explosives have much

lower sensitivities and only can be formulated to detonate under specific circumstances

such as the strong shock wave from the detonation of primary explosives.1-5,7 In addition,

secondary explosives have higher energy density and are generally more powerful than

primary explosives. Thus secondary explosives are mainly used as bolstering explosives

and have been widely applied in mining, demolition, military weaponry, and aeronautical

engineering.

EMs can also be classified as inorganic and organic EMs. In comparison to inorganic

EMs, the advantages of organic EMs (OEMs) are: (1) OEMs are more insensitive.

Currently, most inorganic high explosives are primary explosives; however, most organic

high explosives are secondary explosives. As mentioned earlier, secondary explosives are

much more insensitive than primary explosives. For example, the friction sensitivity (50%

probability of ignition) of inorganic high explosives lead azide and mercury fulminate is
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around 0.25 N and 5 N, respectively; however, the friction sensitivity (50% probability of

ignition) of organic high explosives PETN is 64 N;7 (2) OEMs have faster energy release

velocity and are more powerful. For example, the detonation velocity of inorganic high

explosives lead azide and mercury fulminate is 4500 m/s and 4740 m/s, respectively;

however, the detonation velocity of organic high explosives TNT, picric acid, PETN,

RDX, and β-HMX is 6700 m/s, 7100 m/s, 8000 m/s, 8600 m/s and 9100 m/s,

respectively.9 In addition, inorganic EMs are mainly compositions, which have one or

more oxidizer and one or more fuels. In contrast, OEMs have both moieties within their

chemical structures, which can be used as pure explosives. Based on the advantages of

OEMs, they are much more prevalent at military sites than inorganic EMs.

At present, there are mainly three motivations in OEM research areas. The first

motivation is developing techniques to rapidly detect OEMs in the atmosphere, soil,

water, food, packages, etc.10,11 There are mainly two reasons for this research. On the one

hand, in the past several decades, terrorism has materialized as a severe threat to public

safety. The typical terrorist activities involve transporting a variety of explosives into

public places, such as subway stations and squares, and detonating these explosives there.

On the other hand, the wide use of OEMs at military and civil areas has lead to heavy

environmental contamination. For example, aromatic nitro explosives, such as TNT and

TATB, can cause cancer if they exist in the drinking water or the atmosphere.10,11

Another motivation is designing and synthesizing novel OEMs for special

applications.12,13 For example, synthesizing more powerful OEMs, also known as high-

energy explosives, with high energy density and a high velocity of detonation for military

warheads; preparing more insensitive or more thermally stable OEMs to improve the
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safety of OEMs during production, storage, or transportation; and synthesizing greener

OEMs to avoid the environmental pollution when using these OEMs.

The third motivation is improving properties of currently used OEMs through two

main methods.1,2,4,5 The first method is preparing OEM composites, which can be

produced by mixing oxidizer powders and fuel powders. For example, the double-base

solid rocket propellants can be prepared by mixing oxidizer NG and fuel NC.1,2,4,5 These

OEM composites indicate higher energy output than monomolecular compounds due to

their higher energy density and more completed combustion. The OEM composites can

also be made by introducing some special materials into OEMs. For example, the

polymer-bonded explosive (PBX) or plastic-bonded explosive can be prepared by

bounding one or several explosives with small quantities (typically 5–10% by weight) of

polymer in a matrix.14 In comparison to the monomolecular explosive, the PBX has two

advantages: (1) it is very insensitive and thermally stable, which helps to avoid accidental

detonation and (2) it can be fabricated to a particular shape at room temperature and the

shape can be maintained even under severe external environmental factors, such as

impact and stress. The second method to improve properties of currently developed

OEMs is manipulating their microstructure.1,2,4,5 The microstructure includes micro- or

nano-scale voids on the surface or inside of OEM films or crystals, crystalline structures

of OEM crystals, and particle size of OEMs. The overall goal of fabricating the

microstructure of OEMs is to control the size, shape, and spatial distribution of these

micro- or nano-scale voids and/or grains. The methods include fabricating and controlling

the assembly of individual OEM atoms or molecules into a micro- or nano-scale bulk,

printing or cutting micro- or nano-scale patterns on the OEM films or crystals, producing
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the voids inside of OEMs, and manipulating all the bulks, patterns and voids with special

structures and high uniformity at a large scale. In the past decades, engineering and

fabricating multidimensional micro- or nano-scale OEMs have been the most challenging

and most active research topics because the properties of OEMs, such as ignition and

initiation, sensitivity, thermal stability, and burn rate, strongly depend on their

microstructure.1,2,4,5

To date, a series of techniques have been developed to manipulate microstructures of

organic or inorganic materials, such as photolithography, soft lithography, ink-jet printing,

self-assembly, etching, dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), physical/chemical vapor

deposition (PVD/CVD), and sol-gel methods.15-24 However, some of these methods

cannot be used to fabricate the microstructures of OEMs due to the special properties of

OEMs, such as thermal instability and high sensitivity, which can cause them to be easily

ignited in a high pressure or a high temperature environment or when meet with impact,

friction, or a spark. For example, photolithography is a conventional optical method for

patterning micro/nano-scale features. It has been commercially applied in the

semiconductor industry, and it is also the dominant method for patterning on inorganic

materials and metals.22,25 But it is hard to be used for patterning OEMs. As shown in

Scheme 1-1, there are main two kinds of photolithography techniques: subtractive and

additive techniques.22 Both of these two techniques depend on using a light to transfer a

geometric pattern from a photo-mask to a photo-resist and then transfer the pattern to a

thin film. The different between these two techniques is that the subtractive technique

needs to coat the photo-resist on the thin film but the additive technique needs to coat the

photo-resist on the substrate.22 The photo-resist includes negative and positive tones.26,27
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For the negative photo-resist, the portion that is exposed to light becomes insoluble to the

photo-resist developer. Then the thin film will form the adverse pattern with photo-mask

when using subtractive techniques and form the same pattern with photo-mask when

using additive techniques.26,27 In contrast, using a positive tone, the thin film could form

the same pattern with photo-mask when using subtractive techniques and form the

adverse pattern with photo-mask when using additive techniques. SU-8 is the most

popular negative tone.26,27 It contains acid-labile groups and a photo-acid generator.

Under irradiating, SU-8 could generate a low concentration of a strong acid to catalyze

the cross-linking process.27 After etching SU-8, a subsequent hard-baking step at

temperatures between 150 and 200 oC need to be used to further activate cross-linking

processes and improve the mechanical stability of the pattern.26,27 However, this process

may cause thermal decomposition and even detonation of OEMs when SU-8 is coated on

OEM thin films, which limit the application of photolithography on OEMs. In addition,

the SU-8 needs to be removed after using. A popular method to remove SU-8 is using hot

N-methyl-2-pyrrolidon (NMP).27 But the hot NMP can also dissolve most OEMs.28,29

Other popular photo-resist such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(methyl

glutarimide) (PMGI) have also to be removed using special organic solvents, which can

also dissolve most OEMs. Thus it’s hard to complete remove the photo-resist without

damaging the OEM pattern. The residue of photo-resist could significant influence the

properties of OEMs. Furthermore, complex procedures and material incompatibilities

could lead to delamination and degradation of OEMs, which consequently limit the

application of photolithography on OEMs.22 Therefore, researchers are continually
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interested in developing simple, practical, and effective techniques to manipulate

microstructures of OEMs.

Scheme 1. Simplified illustration of photolithography. (a) Subtractive and (b) additive
photolithographic techniques.

1.2 Properties of micro- or nano-scale OEMs

1.2.1 Ignition and initiation

OEMs are conventionally initiated by the application of heat,30 static-electronic

spark,31,32 impact,33,34 laser,35-37 or shock.38-40 Shock initiation, which compresses a

material beyond its elastic limits so that the material will not return to its original state

after release of the pressure, is a typical way to ignite OEMs. When a shock wave is
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applied to OEMs, the materials are compressed and heated, which initiates the reaction,

as shown in Figure 1-1.41 When the pressure reaches the von Neumann spike, OEMs are

initiated. The pressure at the product front is called the Chapman–Jouget (C-J) state,

which is the state of the products behind the detonation front. The Taylor Wave shows a

decay of the rarefaction wave in the materials, which brings the product gases from the

C-J state to the fully expanded state at ambient pressure. The reaction and the denotation

shown in the Figure 1-1 have opposite directions.

Figure 1-1. Profile of a detonation wave. Reprinted from ref. 41. Copyright 1997 Taylor &
Francis.

Many different models for explaining the initiation that happens in the reaction zone

have been proposed. In these mechanisms, “hot-spot” theory, which is an adiabatic

process and proposed by Bowden et al. in the late 1940s, has been widely accepted.42

Bowden et al. postulated that the collapse of microstructures within the explosives was

one of the most important mechanisms of the hot-spot production. As shown in Scheme

1-2,43 when the shock front entered the bulk OEMs, the interaction between the shock

wave and voids or defects in OEMs controlled the onset of the detonation. The presence

of cavities led to a much higher temperature increase in the hot-spot and sensitized OEMs
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to ignition when they were collapsed by a shock pulse.44 Microstructures acted as a

means of increasing the sensitivity and/or output of OEMs for ignition and propagation.45

In the case of ignition, pre-compression of OEMs near voids greatly lowered the ignition

threshold and rendered the samples more sensitive.

Scheme 1-2. Scheme of shock-to-detonation transition in heterogeneous condensed explosives.
Reprinted from ref. 43. Copyright 1996 Taylor & Francis Group.

Generally, when the shock wave is applied to OEMs, it will initiate OEMs by

accumulating heat, which is produced by compressing interstitial gases,46 shocking grains,

jetting,47 and stagnation. In adiabatic compression, a very rapid collapse creates a high

temperature reservoir, which heats an adjacent OEM layer to the point of ignition.

Furthermore, the adiabatic compression of gas bubbles in OEMs can also lead to

initiation.48 Frey49 postulated that the micro-porosity in OEMs reduces the amount of hot

gas available to heat the OEMs or prevents the occluded gas from reaching maximum

pressure and temperature. In addition, the availability of the additional surface area in the

sample causes the sample to more easily ignite. Therefore, the ignition of OEMs will
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depend on the voids’ size.  Generally the optimal size of voids inside the OEMs are in the

range of 1~100 µm.31-36

Hot spots are also created when a shock wave interacts with defects in the

microstructure of OEMs; this formation process can be controlled by the mechanical,

thermodynamic, and chemical properties of OEMs. For example, Lee and Tarver501

proposed the ignition and growth model, which has been very successful in modeling the

shock initiation of several  OEMs. This model can be applied with a single shock wave;

however, this model cannot be used to explain the initiation of multiple shocks, because it

cannot predict the effect of particle size or porosity without empirically classifying each

material with a differing grain size or porosity. Pan et al. investigated the strong or weak

shock wave as applied on a certain void size of HMX bulk material with an elastic-to-

plastic and thermodynamic model.51 They found that with weak shocks, the cavities

shrank in a nearly symmetric way and the phenomenon of secondary impacting became

more distinct as the impact speed increased. For strong shocks, however, the situation

became more complicated due to the asymmetric collapse of the cavity, which influenced

the reflection of shock. Pan et al. also found that the temperature of the hot pots increased

nearly parabolically with the impact speed for a fixed cavity size. The smaller the cavity

size, the higher the temperature will be. If the cavity is too small, the effects of cavity

collapse became very weak.

1.2.2 Sensitivity

Sensitivity of OEMs is the degree to which an OEM can be ignited or initiated

by external stimuli such as heat, impact, shock wave, laser, friction and static-electronic

spark. Different with ignition and initiation of OEMs, the sensitivity is always used to
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evaluate the safety of OEMs. If an OEM is too sensitive, it may go off accidentally

during storage, transportation and fabrication. Therefore, sensitivity is one of the most

significant properties of OEMs that affect their application. The preparation of insensitive

OEMs is very important work in OEM yield. Generally, an ideal OEM is high energy

density, fast energy release, full decomposition, and insensitivity. However, if an OEM is

too insensitive, it’s also difficult to ignite and initiate intentionally. As mentioned earlier,

OEMs can be initiated by the application of heat, spark, friction, impact, laser, or shock.

If an OEM is sensitive to one or two external stimuli but insensitive to other external

stimuli, it can be ignited and initiated by some special ways but is safety for other

external stimuli.  The accident of OEMs often occurs during storage, transportation, and

fabrication, which the explosion are usually ignited and initiated by impact, friction and

static-electronic spark. For example, sensitive OEMs could explode if accidentally

dropped or impacted. Therefore, there have numerous researches focused on the study of

impact sensitivity, friction sensitivity, and static-electronic spark sensitivity. The laser or

shock can be used as special ways to ignite and initiate OEMs.

The sensitivity of OEMs also depends on the microstructures, such as cavity structures

inside of OEMs and the size and distribution of OEM particles. Existing theoretical

models indicated that the impact and friction sensitivity of OEMs decreased with

decreasing the particle size, which also can be explained by the “hot-spot” theory.43,44

Under impact or friction stimulus, the formation of “hot-spots” depends on the crystal

shape and defects and the size, volume and distribution of voids among OEM particles.

43,44 The diameter of nano-sized OEM particles is too small to contain numerous crystal

defects and voids, which leads to a reduction of the probability to form “hot spots” under
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the impact or friction stimulus, thus leading to the lower impact and friction sensitivity.

In addition, the size of voids among nano-sized OEM particles is in nano-scale, which is

difficult to form “hot spots”. 43,44 For example, Liu et al. have investigated the effect of

particle size on impact and friction sensitivity in RDX, HMX and CL-20 samples.52 The

result exhibited that the impact and friction sensitivity of all these three OEMs decreased

with decreasing the particle size. As shown in Table 1-1 (Volume 3), the mean explosion

probability ( ) of micro-sized RDX, HMX and CL-20 was 80%, 86% and 88%,

respectively; however, under same experimental conditions, the of nano-sized RDX,

HMX and CL-20 was 50%, 58% and 66%, which means friction sensitivities were

decreased by 30%, 28% and 22%, respectively, compared with micro-sized samples. As

shown in Table 1-1 (Volume 4), the characteristic heights for 50% probability of

initiation ( 50) of micro-sized RDX, HMX and CL-20 was 49.8 cm, 44.1 cm and 13.6 cm

using 2.5 kg drop-hammer, respectively; however, the 50 of nano-sized RDX, HMX and

CL-20 was increased to 99.1 cm, 63 cm and 29.4 cm, which mean the impact sensitivities

were reduced by 99%, 42.8% and 116.2%, respectively, compared with micro-sized

samples. Radacsi et al. also reported that the impact and friction sensitivity of RDX

decreased with decreasing the particle size.53 For the measurement of friction sensitivity,

the conventional RDX needed 120 N load for ignition; however, the 400-nm RDX

needed more than 360 N load for ignition. For the impact sensitivity measurement, the

conventional RDX needed 15 cm height for ignition when the weight of drop-hammer

was 5 kg; however, using same drop-hammer, the 400-nm RDX needed 20 cm height for

ignition. Wang et al. reported the impact sensitivity of the nano-sized CL-20 (300–700

nm) was significantly reduced compare with the micro-sized CL-20 (30–100 μm).54 The
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50 for CL-20 samples was increased from 12.8 cm to 37.9 cm when the particle size

changed from micro-size to nano-size.

Table 1-1. The size, friction and impact sensitivities of RDX, HMX and CL-20.

Sample Average size/μm /%a
/cmb Sdev.

c

Micro-RDX 83.64 80 49.8 0.14
Nano-RDX 0.16 50 99.1 0.13

Micro-HMX 120.36 86 44.1 0.15
Nano-HMX 0.16 58 63 0.09

Micro-CL-20 49.29 88 13.6 0.11
Nano-CL-20 0.18 66 29.4 0.09( ) is the mean explosion probability, which were measured by sliding friction test at 3.92 MPa

(RDX, HMX) and 2.45 MPa (CL-20); (b) 50 is the characteristic heights for 50% probability of
initiation, which are statistically obtained by using a 2.5 kg drop-hammer; and (c) Sdev. is the
standard deviations. Reprinted with permission from ref. 52. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

However, the electrostatic spark sensitivity of OEMs increased with decreasing the

particle size. It is proposed that smaller size OEM particles have higher surface energy,

which are easier to be ignited or initiated under the electrostatic spark.46 For example,

Huang et al. reported the electrostatic spark sensitivity of FOX-7 particles increased

obviously with decreasing the particle size.46 The 50% critical ignition voltage (V50) and

50% critical ignition energy (E50) of micro-sized FOX-7 were 16.42 kV and 4.11 J,

respectively; however, the V50 and E50 of nano-sized FOX-7 particles were 13.19 kV and

2.65 J, which were 20% and 36% lower than micro-sized FOX particles, respectively.

1.2.3 Thermal stability

The thermal stability of OEMs changes obviously as the particle size changes. With

the decrease of the particle size, more and more atoms or molecules are on the surface of

the particles, which increases the free surface energy and consequently decreases the

crystal energy. As a result, the melting point and decomposition temperature of materials

significantly shifts to a lower temperature. For example, Frolov et al.55 reported the
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melting point of nano-sized RDX was 185 oC, which was around 20 degrees lower than

normal RDX crystals. Sovizi et al.56 exhibited that nano-sized NC fibers had a lower

thermal decomposition temperature, about 10 degrees lower, compare to the micro-sized

NC fibers. Based on the kinetic data obtained for the thermal decomposition activation

energy by ASTM and Ozawa methods, the activation energy for nano-sized nitrocellulose

was around 105 KJ/mol; however, the activation energy for micro-sized nitrocellulose

was around 157 KJ/mol, which was about 1.5 times higher than the nano-sized

nitrocellulose. Fathollahi et al. investigated the thermal decomposition of micro- and

nano-sized RDX and also indicated the thermal decomposition activation energy for

micro-sized RDX was 1.5 times higher than that for nano-sized RDX.57 As shown in

Figure 1-2, TGA/DTA curves for different RDX samples indicated the melting point and

decomposition temperature of RDX with 50 μm particle size was 208 and 240.3 oC,

respectively; however, the melting point and decomposition temperature of RDX with

180 nm particle size was 194 and 223.5 oC, which were 14 and 16.8 degrees lower than

50 μm RDX particles, respectively. Wang et al. reported the critical explosion

temperature of CL-20 particles decreased from 235.6 to 229.0 oC when the particle size

changed from micro-size (30–100 μm) to nano-size (300-700 nm).44 This result also

suggested that the thermal stability of nano-sized CL-20 was lower than micro-sized CL-

20. Generally, the thermal stability of the micro-sized OEM was higher than nano-sized

OEM. Nano-sized OEMs could be used for some special applications, which require

more sensitivity, but needs more care during storage period.56
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Figure 1-2. TGA/DTA curves for RDX samples: (A) 50 μm particle size; and (B) 180 nm
particle size. Sample mass 3.0 mg; Heating rate 10 oC/min; Helium atmosphere. Reprinted from
ref. 57. Copyright 2013 Elsevier B.V.

1.2.4 Burn rate

Burn rate is a measure of the linear combustion rate of a compound or substance. The

burn rate of OEMs typically increases with the increase of pressure and temperature.

Furthermore, it can also be enhanced by decreasing the particle size of OEMs. With the

decrease of the particle size, the specific surface area increases rapidly and consequently

improves the combustion reaction. In addition, reducing the particle size may result in a

reduction of the mass-transport rate and therefore would increase the burn rate.58 As a

result, the burn rate of nano- or micro-scale materials is significantly faster than macro-

scale bulk materials and offers faster energy release and more complete combustion than

the bulk. For example, Pivkina et al. reported that the linear burning rate of RDX

particles significantly increased when the size decreased from 50 μm to 50 nm.59 When

the pressure was 10 MPa, the linear burning rate of RDX particles with a mean particle

size 50 μm was around 15 mm/s; however, the linear burning rate of RDX particles with

a mean particle size 50 nm was around 30 mm/s, which is double than the micro-RDX.

Spitzer et al. also showed the burn rate of nano-sized RDX was much faster than the

micro-sized RDX.60
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1.3 Techniques for fabrication of micro- or nano-scale OEMs

It is technically feasible to design and fabricate micro- or nano-scale OEMs with

highly ordered structures by applying nanotechnology, biological chemistry, and/or

supramolecular chemistry, which could control OEMs’ structures on all relevant length

scales from atoms to millimeters. This section will review different micro- or nano-scale

OEM fabrication methods. These methods are separated to two categories: (1) fabricating

micro- or nano-scale void structures on the surface or inside of OEM films or bulk

materials, such as "top-down" and “bottom-up” micropatterning techniques, and (2)

controlling crystalline structures and particle size of OEMs, such as PVD, sol-gel

methods, and spraying techniques.

1.3.1 Fabricating micro- or nano-scale void structures on the surface or inside of

OEM films or bulk materials

1.3.1.1 "Top-down" micropatterning techniques

There are two basic approaches to fabricate micro- or nano-scale structures in a

controlled and repeatable manner: “top-down” and “bottom-up” techniques. The top-

down technique always seeks to create micro- or nano-scale structures directly by using

externally controlled tolls, such as stamps and AFM tips, which can be used to cut, mill,

and shape materials into the desired shape and order. Etching fabrication is a typical "top-

down" micropatterning technique and has been used to manipulate micro- or nano-scale

patterns on OEMs.

Etching, a conventional microfabrication technique, is based on chemically or

physically removing materials from substrates during manufacturing to create a series of
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strict and orderly voids in thin films or crystals.61,62 The depth of voids can be controlled

by tuning the thin film’s thickness, etching time, etching rate, etc. There are two

fundamental types of etching: (1) protecting areas of the material without etching by

using a mask, then removing the material in other areas to form the pattern by using

chemical reagents, plasma, or ultraviolet light, as shown in Scheme 1-3(A), and (2)

fabricating patterns directly by using controlled tolls, such as AFM tips and lasers, as

shown in Scheme 1-3(B). Generally, the etching process must entirely remove the

material in the top layer without damaging the substrate. The selectivity of the etching

depends on the etching methods, etchants, and etching time. A poorly selective etch,

shown in Scheme 1-3(C), destroys the substrates or forms an irregular pattern. At present,

two etching methods have successfully developed to fabricate micro- or nano-scale

patterns on OEMs: thermal probe lithography (TPL) and laser cutting and machining.

Scheme 1-3. Experimental procedures for patterning microstructures using an etching method
with a mask (A) and without a mask (B). (C) Irregular patterns were formed due to poorly
selective etches.
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1.3.1.1.1 Thermal probe lithography (TPL)

AFM is a typical high-resolution type of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) and is one

of the foremost tools for imaging, measuring, and manipulating matter at micro- or nano-

scale.15,63,64 AFM contains a cantilever with a sharp tip (probe) that is used to scan the

sample surface. The cantilever is always silicon or silicon nitride with a radius of

curvature measured in nanometers and has integrated heater-thermometers with both

heating and thermometry to perform nanoscale thermal measurements. Figure 1-3(A)

shows an experimental illustration of the TPL process.65 For heat-sensitive materials,

including materials prone to heat-generated rapid decomposition or combustion, a hot

AFM tip approaches the material’s surface, and the areas in contact with the tip will be

removed, thus forming a void. The hot-tip provides a local thermal decomposition and

can control both the size and spatial resolution of voids through changing the tip

temperature, contact time, scanning rate, and size of the tip. For example, King et al.65

applied thermal AFM tip to decompose specific areas on PETN films to investigate the

formation and behavior of voids in PETN at the micro- or nano-scale level. By

controlling the temperature of the probe, the thermo mechano-chemical response and

thermo-chemical reactions can be measured at a micro- or nano-meter scale. Figure 1-

3(B) shows the hot-tip scans through the PETN thin film surface with various

temperatures. Also, this technique can be extended to manipulate the micro- or nano-

structure of polycrystalline on a large scale with a tip array. However, there are two

drawbacks in this technique: (1) the very high cost of the tip or tip array probably limited

the application, and (2) the temperature control at the end of the tip will limit the

dimension of patterns or features.
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Figure 1-3. (A) Experimental illustration of heated cantilever is used to manipulate the surface
morphology. (B) The heated tip was scanned over the PETN in five lines with temperatures from
low to high showing different morphology. Reprinted from ref. 65. Copyright 2006 American
Chemistry Society.

1.3.1.1.2 Laser cutting and machining

The laser, a powerful tool for cutting and machining materials,66 is a device that emits

electromagnetic radiation through a process of optical amplification based on the

stimulated emission of photons.  In the ablative process, excitations are electronic in

nature, and sinceno heat is transferred to the surrounding materials; there is a higher

spatial resolution of machined features. In addition, the resultant products are mostly

carbon and gasses that indicate a much smaller environmental footprint. The laser pulse

removes the materials at micro-size. For example, the femtosecond laser has been used to

fabricate controlled patterns of internal voids in three typical secondary high explosives:

PETN, RDX, and HMX, and the capability to machine internal voids of arbitrary size,

shape, and geometry up to 100 μm, as shown in Figure 1-4.66 The disadvantage of laser

cutting and machining is that this method is hard to be used to accurately pattern OEM

thin films with thickness less than 100 nm.
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Figure 1-4. Isolated voids created at the damage threshold energy in PETN 1(a), RDX 1(b), and
HMX 1(c); lines are formed by consolidating voids every 500 nm along one dimension in PETN
2(a), RDX 2(b), and HMX 2(c). Reprinted from ref. 66. Copyright 2009 AIP.

1.3.1.2 "Bottom-up" micropatterning techniques

Bottom-up approaches,67 in contrast, use the chemical properties of molecules to cause

single-molecule to (1) self-organize or self-assemble into some useful conformations, or

(2) rely on positional assembly. These approaches utilize the concepts of molecular self-

assembly and/or molecular recognition. Such bottom-up approaches should, broadly

speaking, be able to produce devices in parallel with and much cheaper than top-down

methods, but these approaches could potentially be overwhelmed as the size and

complexity of the desired assembly increases.

Bottom-up strategies for the fabrication of patterns on surfaces are governed by

growth phenomena.68,69 These patterns are proposed to evolve as a result of a multitude

of processes, which are non-equilibrium phenomena.70 Ultimately the growth is governed

by the competition between kinetics and thermodynamics.71 For example, if the surface

diffusion rate of the deposited molecules is slower than the pattern formation rate, the
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pattern growth is essentially determined by kinetics, which will lead to stable structures.70

Therefore, kinetic control provides an elegant way to manipulate the structure and

morphology of nanostructures.

A typical “bottom-up” method is the template-based lithography.72-76 The template with

a well-controlled structure and the physical or chemical properties of templates can be

adjusted beforehand to control the microstructure formation of organic materials. The

templates are normally micropatterned self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), which can

easily be lithographically defined through microcontact printing (µ-CP). The organic

material, which has an affinity (hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, electrostatic interactions,

or van der Waals interactions) with the patterned material, can be deposited on SAMs to

form the pattern.77,78 This technique has been used to pattern semi-conductive materials

for the preparation of organic thin film transistors.72-76,79-81 OEMs can be deposited on

substrates by a number of methods, including spin coating and thermal evaporation.34,82

Therefore, it is technically feasible to design and construct highly complicated, ordered

structures of OEMs by choosing the suitable SAM materials and patterns and facile film

preparation methods.  Zhang et al. presented a method to create microscale PETN

patterns on gold substrate by combining µ-CP and spin coating.78 They first created

ordered arrays of alkanethiol SAMs on gold substrate by µ-CP technique. Then spin-

coated PETN solution on SAM modified gold substrates to form the PETN patterns based

on the strong interaction force between PETN and alkanethiols. Figure 1-5 shows the

chemistry pre-defined area deposited with PETN, which formed complex pattern with

square and “trip L”. However, the use of SAMs as templates for patterning some OEMs

is limited because the weak interactions between these OEMs and SAM cannot always
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drive selective absorption of these OEMs. In addition, it is a time-consuming work to

choose the suitable SAM materials, and the substrates used for the template-based

lithography are thus far limited to silicon wafers and gold thin films. As a result, the

procedures for the template-based fabrication are complex and expensive.

Figure 1-5. Schematic diagram of the experimental procedure: (A) A gold substrate was coated
with an MHA SAM by μ-CP. (B) The substrate was covered with a PETN acetone solution. (C)
The PETN pattern formed on the substrate areas stamped with MHA after spin coating. (D)
Optical and AFM images of PETN formation on the complex patterns. Reprinted from ref. 78.
Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.

1.3.2 Controlling the crystalline structures and particle size of OEMs

1.3.2.1 Solvent/non-solvent method

Solvent/nonsolvent method, also known as precipitation method, refers to adding a

non-solvent into a solution to precipitate the solute. During the adding of the non-solvent

into the solution, the solubility of the solute is reduced. When adding a suitable amount

of the non-solvent, the solution becomes supersaturation, which can induce the

crystallization of the solute in the solution. In order to obtain micro- or nano-scale

crystals, a large amount of nuclei have to be formed. Generally, the higher

supersaturation can form larger amount of nuclei. Therefore, the key of the solvent/non-

solvent method is controlling the supersaturation by choice of the non-solvent. The non-

solvent is always selected based on its miscibility with the original solvent in the solution.
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Hence, in order to prepare materials at micro- or nano-scale using the solvent/non-solvent

method, it is necessary to understand the solubility of the solute in different solvents and

the phase behavior of the mixing solvents. The solvent/non-solvent method is simple to

operate, high performing, and can be used for large-area production, thus it has been used

in different research areas in material science, such as polymer industrials and

biomedicine. In addition, the solvent/non-solvent method doesn’t require external heating,

which allows for the fabrication of a wide range of thermally sensitive compounds,

including OEMs. For example, Chen et al. prepared rectangular 2,6-diamino-3,5-

dinitropyrazine-1-oxide (LLM-105) microtubes with a average diameter around 10 μm

using ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethane-sulfonate

([Bmim]CF3SO3) as a good solvent and water as a poor solvent, as shown in Figure 1-

6.83 The authors also showed the rectangular LLM-105 microtubes had lower thermal

decomposition temperature than the LLM-105 raw material. Furthermore, Li et al.

prepared HMX microcrystals using dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as solvent and aqueous

solution of emulsifier as non-solvent.84 One disadvantage for the solvent/non-solvent

method is that this method always needs to use a large number of organic solvents and

these organic solvents are hard to be recycled.

Figure 1-6. SEM images of (A) rectangular LLM-105 microtubes and (B) HMX microcrystals.
Reprinted from ref. 83 and 84. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society and 2008 Elsevier
B.V.
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1.3.2.2 Mixing

In material sciences, mixing is an operation to prepare composite by combining two or

more ingredients. Mixing is an important method to improve one material’s properties by

introducing another material or more materials. It is also a popular technique to fabricate

micro- or nano-scale materials. There are mainly two fabrication processes: solid mixing

and solvent mixing. Solid mixing, also called powder mixing, is a simple process by

mechanically blending powders. It is one of the oldest unit-operations in the solids

handling industries and is always used to homogenize bulk materials. Solvent mixing

usually involves two steps. The first step is mixing two or more materials in a solvent to

make a homogeneous solution; the second step is evaporating the solvent through natural

volatilization, heating, reduced pressure distillation, or freeze drying, or precipitating the

solutes through adding the non-solvent to obtain the composite. Solid mixing can only

realize the mixing of different materials in a large scale, always in several to hundreds

micrometers. However, in a solvent, different materials can be mixed at the molecular

scale. Therefore, solvent mixing can be used to fabricate materials in several nanometers

to several micrometers and is more conducive to improving material’s properties by

interacting with other materials at a smaller scale compared with the solid mixing.

In the OEM research, solvent mixing method has been used to prepare micro- or nano-

scale OEMs and thereby improving the properties of OEMs by introducing some special

materials. For example, Manaa et al. indicated that when mixing PETN with less than 1%

weight of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), the PETN can be fabricated to

micro-sized particles and the resulting PETN-SWCNT composite showed improved

ignition properties compared to pure PETN crystals, as shown in Figure 1-7.85 Although
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the mixing method is cost-effective, highly efficiency, easy to handle, and has the

advantage of potential industrial application, it can only be used to prepare various OEM

composites for particular applications. This method is difficult to be use for preparing

pure OEMs at micro- or nano-scale.

Figure 1-7 The SEM image showing micronsized PETN grains among SWNTs. Reprinted from
ref. 85. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.

1.3.2.3 Spray techniques

1.3.2. 3.1 Electrospinning

Electrospinning uses an electrical charge to fabricate micro- or nano-scale fibers from

a liquid. As shown in Figure 1-8(A), when a sufficiently high voltage is applied to a

liquid droplet, the body of the liquid becomes charged, and electrostatic repulsion

counteracts the surface tension and the droplet is stretched; at a critical point a stream of

liquid erupts from the surface. If the molecular cohesion of the liquid is sufficiently high,

stream breakup does not occur and a charged liquid jet is formed. As a result, micro- or

nano-scale fibers could be obtained on the substrates by changing the concentrations of

solution, solvents, spray rates, etc. For example, Sovizi et al.56 reported the preparation of

nano-sized NC fibers using electrospinning, as shown in Figure 1-8(B). The size of the

prepared NC fibers is ranging from 50 nm to 500 nm.
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Figure 1-8 (A) Diagram showing fibre formation by electrospinning; (B) SEM image of nanosize
nitrocellulose fibers. Reprinted from ref. 56. Copyright by 2009 Elsevier B.V.

1.3.2. 3.2 Spray-drying

Spray drying is a popular method to produce micro- or nano-scale particles through

spraying a liquid or slurry. As shown in Figure 1-9(A), spray dryers contain an atomizer

or a spray nozzle that dispersing the liquid or slurry into controlled droplets, also known

as aerosol. The aerosol can be rapidly dried to form the particles when they meet a gas,

usually a hot gas. Similar to the electrospinning, the size of particles can also be adjusted

by changing solution concentrations, solvents, spray rate, etc.  Spray drying is a popular

technique to fabricate many thermally-sensitive materials, such as pharmaceuticals and

OEMs. For example, Qiu et al.86 produced RDX-based composites’ microparticles using

a simple spray drying method, as shown in Figure 1-9(B) and 1-9(C), and indicated that

these microparticles displayed a lower shock sensitivity than conventional RDX powders

due to the small crystal size as well as small void size. In addition, the aerosol can be

generated by an ultrasonic piezoelectric transducer. As shown in Figure 1-10(A), OEM

solution is charged in a piezoelectric transducer at the bottom. The transducer can

generate ultrasonic waves in the liquid to induce a calefaction, which leads to the

formation of very fine droplets on the upper liquid surface. For example, Spitzer et al.

have fabricated nano-RDX and nano-PETN from 3 to 10 g/h by using a reactor
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containing one ultrasonic piezoelectric transducer.87 The prepared RDX nanoparticles

have diameters ranging from 30 to 100 nm, as shown in Figure 1-10(B).

Figure 1-9 (A) Laboratory-scale spray dryer. A=Solution or suspension to be dried in,
B=Atomization gas in, 1= Drying gas in, 2=Heating of drying gas, 3=Spraying of solution or
suspension, 4=Drying chamber, 5=Part between drying chamber and cyclone, 6=Cyclone,
7=Drying gas is taken away, and 8=Collection vessel of product. Diagram showing fibre
formation by electrospinning; (B) Low and (C) high magnification SEM images of RDX/VMCC
composites obtained by spray drying. Reprinted from ref. 86. Copyright by 2011 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 1-10 (A) Schematic representation of the ultrasonic piezoelectric transducer process; (B)
the SEM image of nano-RDX produced using the ultrasonic piezoelectric transducer technique
Reprinted from ref. 87. Copyright by 2011 WILEY-VCH.

1.3.2.3.3 Rapid expansion of supercritical solutions (RESS)

The RESS is another technique for fabricating micro- or nano-scale particles.88,89 The

mechanism is similar to the spray-drying method. As shown in Figure 1-11(A), this

process contains: (1) dissolving materials in a supercritical fluid and (2) rapidly
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expanding the supercritical solutions through a nozzle. This expansion method always

leads to numerous drops with a high degree of supersaturation, which can cause rapid

precipitation by homogeneous nucleation. As a result, small particles with a uniform size

form. The RESS technique was primarily applied in biological waste disposal,

semiconductor and pharmaceutical fabrication. The RESS technique has also been used

to fabricate OEMs. For example, Stepanov et al.88 utilized carbon dioxide as a solvent

and successfully prepared the nano-crystalline RDX with an average particle size of 110-

220 nm and a narrow size distribution, as shown in Figure 1-11(B). Teipe et al. also used

this technique to fabricate micro-sized TNT.90

Figure 1-11 (A) Schematic representation of the RESS process; (B) the SEM image of RDX
nanoparticles produced using the RESS technique at 348 K and 28.0 MPa. Reprinted from ref. 88.
Copyright by 2005 WILEY-VCH.

1.3.2.4 Inkjet printing

Inkjet printing has emerged as an attractive direct patterning technique because91-95

fully data driven and maskless drop-on-demand inkjet processing is more versatile than

other direct printing methods. As shown in Scheme 1-4, the on-demand inkjet printer

delivers the material in a carrier solution to the substrates by a piezo-electronically driven

microcapillary tube. This technique can generate pico-liter drop sizes with precise time
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resolutions, create complex patterns, and perhaps fabricate devices with a small outline of

the active area.

In OEM yield, Ihnen et al. have prepared PETN-polymer microcomposites on

substrate using inkjet printing. The average size of PETN crystals dispersed in the

poly(vinyl acetate) (PVA) or chlorinated wax matrix from ~0.2 to 100 μm, as shown in

Figure 1-12.96 The submicro- and micro-sized TNT and RDX have also been prepared by

using inkjet printing.97,98 In addition, the inkjet printing technique can also been used for

providing a small environment to tune the crystalline structures of OEMs. For example,

Ihnen et al.94 used an inkjet printer to print RDX-cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) on

substrates and control the three-dimensional morphological development of a mono- or

multi-layered RDX-CAB composite in a narrow space. As shown in Figure 1-13, the

crystal morphology of single layer RDX-CAB energetic composites changed with the

variation of the substrate temperature from 21 oC to 60 oC. This inkjet printing technique

is based on the formation of a small droplet of ink that is then deposited on the substrate.

Generally, inks are required to have low viscosity and be electrostatically charged.

Therefore, not all OEMs can be fabricated using this technique. Moreover, the droplet is

formed by mechanically compressing the ink through a nozzle or heating the ink, which

leads to relatively complex printing procedures. Another disadvantage of inkjet printing

is the limitation in the printing speed.
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Scheme 1-4. Schematic illustration of a drop on demand ink-jet printer which produces the liquid
drops with certain pattern.

Figure 1-12. SEM images of (A) PETN-PVA and (B) PETN-wax microcomposites on silicon
substrates. Reprinted from ref. 96. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 1-13. Morphology of a single layer RDX–CAB energetic composites printed at the
substrate temperature of: (a) 21 oC, (b) 30 oC, (c) 40 oC, (d) 50 oC, and (e) 60 oC. (f) depicts XRD
patterns of RDX–CAB composites printed at 30~60 oC with the powder diffraction file reference
peaks. Reprinted from ref. 94. Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.

1.3.2.5 Physical vapor deposition (PVD)

PVD is a variety of deposition methods used to deposit thin films onto various

substrates by the condensation of a vaporized form of the desired film material. The

coating method involves purely physical processes, such as high temperature vacuum

evaporation and plasma sputter bombardment. Tappan et al.99 employed the thermal

evaporation method to deposit a thin film of  PETN and subsequent patterning resulted in

high-quality films with well-defined features. The film appears to be nearly fully dense

and is comprised of tightly packed individual crystalline grains with SEM observation.

This may have been due to a low vapor pressure or low sticking coefficient on the silicon

not allowing sufficient nucleation for continuous film growth. Zhang et al.100,101 showed

that the PETN nucleation density has an effect on silicon substrate with various

deposition vapor flux. As shown in Figure 1-14, PETN formed symmetric dendrite on

the silicon surface when the vapor deposition rate is very slow (around 0.03 nm/s); with
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the deposition flux increasing, the film morphology shows a transition from dendritic

crystals to island crystals. This method can be used to control the crystal structures and

distributions by tuning the deposition parameters. In addition, Frolov et al.55 reported an

approach to obtained nano-sized HMX and HMX-NH4NO3 binary composite by vacuum

deposition onto a cooled substrate. The particles were characterized by AFM and the size

of prepared particles was less than 100 nm.

Figure 1-14. PETN deposited on Si substrate with different deposition rate and film thickness.
Reprinted from ref. 101. Copyright 2010 Elsevier B.V.

1.3.2.6 Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN)

DPN is a direct write and AFM tip-based lithography technique. It is a powerful tool

for patterning multi-plexed and customized patterns with feature sizes in micro- or nano-
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scale on a variety of substrates.19,102 Using tip arrays, these features can be patterned at

large-scale.103-106 The tip in the DPN is used as a pen to directly transfer ink materials

onto the substrate to structure site-specific and localized functional patterns, as shown in

Figure 1-15(A). DPN is a simple-to-use bench-top technology without the need for a

mask or a stamp and can be operated under ambient conditions. Currently, various DPN

techniques have been developed to pattern a wide range of materials including inorganic

metals and oxides, organic small molecules and polymers, and biological molecules. In

OEM research, Nafday et al.107 have reported using DPN method to pattern nano-scale

high explosives onto substrates. They also proposed these nano-scale high explosives

could be used for further heating or shock initiation investigation. As shown in Figure 1-

15(B) and 1-15(C), the high explosive HMX lines and dots were patterned on the mica at

different tip speeds. However, this technique can only control the lateral directions of the

pattern, not the vertical direction. Another disadvantage is that the pattern height can only

reach a few nanometers.

Figure 15. (A) A schematic illustration of the DPN. AFM images of (B) HMX lines were
patterned on silicon at different tip speeds (L to R: 0.05 mm/s, 0.1 mm/s, 0.2 mm/s, 0.5 mm/s, )
and (C) HMX dots were patterned on mica at RH 40% after 5-40 s dwell times with 5 s
increments. Reprinted from ref. 102 and ref. 107. Copyright 1999 Science and 2006 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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1.3.2.7 AFM tip induced crystallization

In traditional AFM based microfabrication techniques, the tip is used to mechanically

cut, push, and transport materials to form desired patterns on a substance. In addition, the

AFM tip can be used to induce crystallization of OEM thin films on substrates, and the

tip scanning rate can influence the growth morphology of OEM thin films on substrates.

For examples, Zhang et al.108 reported that the AFM tip can be used to induce

crystallization of PETN thin films on silicon surface with contact mode. The crystalline

structures on the surface can be controlled by adjusting the AFM tip scanning speed.

Figure 1-16(A) shows the initial AFM tip scanning area on PETN film surface; then the

dentritic crystal growth was observed from the boundary of the scanned area, as shown in

Figure 1-16(B) and 1-16(C). The dentritic crystal growth is a typical kinetic process,

which follows diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) mechanism.

Figure 1-16. Optical images of AFM-tip scanned region and the marginal dendrite growth. The
images were taken by the CCD camera with high resolution capture card at A) t=1.0 min; B) t=24
min; C) t=56 min. The zone surrounding the dendrite is entirely depleted of PETN. The scale is
50 m. Reprinted from ref. 108. Copyright 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

1.3.2.8 Sol-gel Method

In material sciences, the sol-gel process is a popular method for producing nanoscale

solid materials. This process depends on a reaction in a solution to produce and disperse
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nanoparticles in a liquid phase, called “sol”. After condensing, the sol gives rise to a solid

network “gel”, which has numerous open pores that are occupied by the solvent.

Removing the solvent using evaporation or supercritical drying to obtain the gel with a

collapsed open pore structure is called xerogel; obtaining a gel without a collapsed open

pore structure results in a highly porous structure, which is called aerogel. The gel has an

excellent uniform microstructure, and the pores and particles inside of the gel are both

nanoscale. Scheme 1-5 shows the process necessary to fabricate two different gels. The

sol-gel method has been used in various material sciences, such as catalysis,

photoelectricity, biomedicine, energy and environment, and has shown process

advantages, such as easy control over the stoichiometry and homogeneity, low-cost, and

safety. In addition, sol–gel mehod has the ability to produce materials with special shapes

such as fibers, sheets, and particles with uniform distribution and size.

In OEM research, the sol-gel method can produce OEMs with variable and uniform

densities and allow intimate mixing of oxidizers and fuels on the nano-scale.109-111 When

an OEM with negative oxygen balance and an oxidizer are mixed at a nano-scale in a gel,

a high energy density and a high energy release rate can be obtained. For example, Nie et

al. have used the sol-gel method to prepare an energetic nano-composite, which was

composed of HMX and AP in resorcinol–formaldehyde (RF) matrix.112 They reported the

HMX/AP/RF aerogel has a laminate-like structure with uniform pores and the mean

crystal size of HMX is 48-93 nm, as shown in Figure 1-17. Compared to the micro-sized

HMX, the thermal decomposition temperature of HMX/AP/RF was reduced. The

sensitivity test indicated the 5 S explosion point of HMX/AP/RF aerogel was remarkably

reduced due to the presence of AP and the nanoeffect of HMX particles. Ingale et al. have
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prepared nano-sized PETN in silica matrix using the sol-gel process. The PETN content

in these xerogels ranged from 50% to 90% and the specific surface area of PETN-SiO2

(90:10) xerogel was found to be 75 m2/g.113 Ingale et al. also fabricated nanocrystalline

TNT in silica matrix using the sol–gel method and the TNT content in these xerogels also

ranged from 50% to 90%.110 Dynamic light scattering measurements and TEM analysis

revealed these xerogels consisted of 280 to 443 nm silica clusters, which contained 20-30

nm TNT particles. However, there are two drawbacks to the sol-gel method: (1) it is

difficult to use when preparing pure OEMs at the micro- or nano-scale; and (2) the

impurities from the side reaction of the sol-gel process could lead to a significant

reduction of reaction and even lead to the interruption of the self-sustaining reaction.

Scheme 1-5. Schematically illustration of sol-gel process.

Figure 1-17. SEM images of HMX/AP/RF aerogel.(A) Low magnification; and (B) high
magnification. Reprinted from ref. 112. Copyright 2010 Elsevier B.V.
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1.4 Conclusion and outlook

All in all, a series of innovations in microfabrication techniques have created great

opportunities for manipulating micro- or nano-scale OEMs and studying the properties of

OEMs at the micro- or nano-scale. In this chapter, we have demonstrated the relationship

between the microstructure of OEMs and their properties, including ignition and

initiation, sensitivity, stability, and burn rate. Moreover, we systematically categorized

the techniques for fabricating the micro- or nano-scale OEMs into two classes: (1)

fabricating micro- or nano-scale void structures on the surface or inside of OEM films or

bulk materials; and (2) controlling crystalline structures and particle sizes of OEMs. All

techniques have their own advantages and allow researchers to achieve a deep

understanding of the specific properties of micro- or nano-scale OEMs. However, most of

these techniques cannot cover the entire spectrum of fabrication needs. In addition, some

techniques still remain at the proof-of-principle stage or can only be used in research

laboratories, which limits their application in large-scale manufacturing. The OEM

research and the need for low-cost, large-area, safe and flexible microfabrication

techniques have further pushed scientists to develop micro- or nano-scale OEMs.

There are three strategies to develop new microfabrication techniques to fabricate

micro- or nano-scale OEMs. First, some techniques, which have successfully been

implemented in patterning organic materials but not to fabricate micro- or nano-scale

OEMs, could be improved. For example, natural products like biogenic calcium

carbonate have been applied as the template to form micro- or nano-scale organic crystals,

as shown in Figure 1-18.114 Similar to the “bottom-up” method we reviewed on Section

1.3.1.2, we can use some modified natural products such as hydroxylation clay and silica
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as the template to fabricate the micro- or nano-scale OEMs. The hydroxyl groups can

form the hydrogen bond with OEMs that contain nitro groups to help OEMs grow on clay

or silica surface. Another strategy is to improve already developed techniques that have

been applied for fabricate micro- or nano-scale EMs. For example, the crystalline

structures can be controlled through manipulating the nucleation density of materials,

which strongly depend on the deposition rate, substrate temperature, substrate surface

energy, etc. In Section 1.3.2.5, Zhang et al. have shown that PETN crystal’s structures

changed under the different diffusion flux by using the PVD technique. What about the

substrate temperature and surface energy? Developing the PVD technique can further

manipulate the crystalline structures of EMs. The last strategy is mixing and matching

different existing techniques. For example, in Section 1.3.1.2, Zhang et al. have

developed a technique to fabricate micro-scale PETN patterns by mixing and matching µ-

CP and a spin coating method. We believe it is technically feasible to construct ordered

structures of OEMs by mixing and matching µ-CP and PVD or a dip coating method.

With more advanced and versatile techniques being developed in the laboratory and

being applied to industrial production, we will one day realize the low-cost, large-area,

safe, and flexible fabrication of micro- or nano-scale OEMs.

The motivation of this dissertation is developing novel techniques to fabricate micro-

or nano-scale OEMs and characterize the properties of prepared micro- or nano-scale

OEMs. In Chapter II, preparation methods of various substrate and organic thin films

and procedures of different microfabrication techniques are addressed. In Chapter III,

two novel techniques, adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography and tip induced

crystallization lithography, for patterning organic crystals are developed and investigated
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in details. In Chapter IV, two novel techniques are developed to control the PETN

crystal microstructure and thermal properties of pure PETN micro-crystals and PETN-

GO micro-composites are examined. In Chapter V, two techniques are developed to

fabricate nanostructured pure NC and graphene oxide (GO)-NC films, and the thermal

stability, burn rate, and laser ignition properties of prepared NC materials are examined.

In addition, GO-NC films are used to synthesize 3D graphene networks and nitrogen

doped 3D graphene networks. In Chapter VI, the author draws a conclusion and

proposes future works.

Figure 1-18 Scanning electron micrographs of biogenic calcium carbonate structures: the spicule
morphology was used to control the orientations of the crystallographic axes. Reprinted from ref.
114. Copyright 2004 Wiley online library.
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTS AND METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, purification methods of various organic materials, preparation methods

of various substrate and organic thin films, and procedures of different patterning

methods are addressed. We also demonstrate the procedures to fabricate pentaerythritol

tetranitrate (PETN) micro-crystals, graphene oxide (GO)-PETN micro-composites, and

various nanostructured nitrocellulose films. The morphologies of different samples are

characterized by using optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning

electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  The

properties of prepared samples were characterized by using X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopic (XPS), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravmetric analysis

(TGA), Nd:YAG laser, CO2 laser, and digital high-speed camera.
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2.1 Materials

Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) was obtained from Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory (LLNL), Livermore, CA, with purity of 99%. Trinitrotoluene (TNT) and

1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazacyclohexane (RDX) were obtained from Austin Explosive,

Austin, TX, with purity of 99%. Nitrocellulose (NC; 4~8% in ethanol/diethyl ether, 11.8-

12.2 wt. % nitrogen) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. This solution was dried as a

solid film before use by evaporating the organic solvent and subsequent drying at 70oC in

a vacuum oven until a constant weight was achieved. Pristine graphite flakes, sized at 45

μm, was provided by Asbury Carbons (Asbury, NJ). GO powders were purchased from

Graphene Laboratories Inc. (Calverton, NY). Carbazole (>95%), Triphenylamine (TPA,

98%), 2,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO, 99%), 11-mercapto-1-undecanol (MUO, 99%), 16-

mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA, 99%), benzene-1,2-dithiol (96%), and 1-undcanethiol

(UDT, 98%), hexadecyl-trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB; 99%), tetra-n-

butylammonium bromide (TBAB; 99%), didecyldimethylammonium bromide (99%),

naphthalene (99%), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, average Mn = 10,400),

polystyrene (PS, average Mn = 4020), and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, average

Mn = 4020) used for this study were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich Inc. (E)-4-(4-

nitrostyryl)-N,N-diphenylaniline (NSDPA), biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid (BCA), 2,4,7-

trinitrofluorenone (TNF), and 2,7-dibromo-4-nitrofluorenone (DBNF) were synthesized

from literature protocols, with purity of 99% (the experimental details and

characterization data for these four compounds are given in Appendix I).115-118 Aluminum

(Al, 99.999%), gold (Au, 99.99%), copper (Cu, 99.99%), chromium (Cr, 99.998%), and

nickel (Ni, 99.995%) are purchased from Kurt J. Lesker Company. Polished silicon
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wafers were purchased from Nova Electronic Materials Ltd. Glass substrates were

purchased from VWR International. All organic solvents, including acetone,

tetrahydrofuran (THF), methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), toluene, and dimethyl

formamide (DMF), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. and were used as received.

2.2 The purification of organic materials

Organic materials, including PETN, TNT, RDX, carbazole, TPA and PPO, were

purified by recrystallization. Pure PETN and RDX crystals were formed at 4 C using

supersaturation acetone solution with several drops of toluene (to slow down the

evaporating speed). Pure TNT crystals were formed at 4 C using a mixture of acetone

and EtOH (1:1) as solvent. For TNT, acetone is a good solvent, but EtOH is a non-

solvent. Pure carbazole, TPA and PPO crystals were formed at 4 C using supersaturation

acetone solution.

2.3 Preparation of various substrates

Polished silicon wafers and glass substrates were diced into 1.25 × 1.25 cm2 pieces

and treated with Piranha solution (98% H2SO4 and 30% H2O2 in volume ratios of 3:1) for

30 min at 70 °C, rinsed with de-ionized water and dried with compressed N2.

Caution: Piranha solution reacts violently with most organic materials and must be

handled with extreme care. Al, Au, Cu, Cr, or Ni substrates were prepared by thermal

evaporating these metals on clean and diced silicon or glass substrates at 10-7 torr to

generate 100 nm thin films. 5 nm thick Cr was deposited on silicon or glass substrates

prior to Cu and Au deposition. The introduction of Cr film can increase the combination

of Cu and Au with silicon and glass substrates. The film thicknesses were monitored by a
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Maxtek TM-100 thickness monitor. The deposition rate for all metals was around 0.2

nm/s. The roughness of these metal substrates was measured using an atomic force

microscope (AFM), and all data were below 5 nm rms. MUA, MHA, benzene-1,2-dithiol,

or UDT self-assembly monolayer (SAM) on Au substrates were prepared by putting Au

substrates into each alkanethiol solution and then grow at room temperature for 12h. The

concentration for each alkanethiol solution was 10 mM. The solvent for MUA, MHA,

and UDT solutions was ethanol and the solvent for benzene-1,2-dithiol solution was THF.

All substrates were stored in desiccators prior to use.

2.4 Preparation of organic thin films

Organic thin films were deposited by thermal evaporation at atmospheric pressure,34

high vacuum,101 or with spin coating78. Organic thin film thicknesses ranged from 30 nm

to 3 μm. Crystalline organic thin films were prepared by using high vaccum thermal

evaporation at 10-7 torr. Amorphous organic thin films were prepared by using thermal

evaporation at atmosphere or spin coating. For the thermal evaporation method, the

material was put into a tungsten boat, and then heated. Various substrates were located

2~4 cm above the evaporating source and were maintained at room temperature. The

thickness of all thin films was recorded using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). For

spin coating method, the organic chemical was first dissolved into acetone to make a

solution from 0.005 M to 0.02 M. The solution was deposited on various substrates at

room temperature while running the spin coater (Single wafer spin processor, Laurell

Technologies Corp., North Wales, PA) at a rotational speed in the range of 500 rpm to

6000 rpm. The spin time was held at 3 min.
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2.5 Patterning organic thin films using adhesive reagent assisted lift-off

lithography119

The PDMS stamp used in this study consisted of a 25 μm square with a 5 μm void in

the center, and the height of the microstructure was 10 μm. Figure 2-1 shows the pattern

preparation procedure, which has three steps: (1) organic thin films were deposited on

substrates; (2) the surfactant solution (0.1~6 mM) was prepared by dissolving the

compound in deionized water or organic solvents and then adding the solution onto the

PDMS stamps dropwise, and allowed to completely dry in air (approx. 1 h); and (3) the

stamps were then pressed onto the freshly prepared organic thin films for 3 h and then

removed, generating the patterned surface. The pressure was maintained with a 2.5 kg

weight on the stamp.
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Scheme 2-1. Experimental procedure for patterning microstructures using adhesive agent coated
stamp. (a) organic thin films were deposited on substrates; (b) the surfactant solution (0.1~6 mM)
was prepared by dissolving the compound in deionized water or organic solvents and then adding
the solution onto the PDMS stamps dropwise, and allowed to completely dry in air. The coated
stamp was then pressed onto the freshly prepared organic thin films for 3 h and then removed,
generating the patterned surface. Reprinted from ref. 119. Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.

2.6 Patterning organic thin films using tip induced crystallization

lithography

The crystallization of the amorphous organic thin film was induced by an AFM tip

scanning. The AFM (XE-100, Park Systems Inc., Santa Clara, CA) was operated in

contact mode. The scanning rate is 0.5-9.5 Hz; the contact force is 0.5 nN-25 nN; the tip
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and substrate bias is 0-10 V; the crystal growth time is from 30 s to 1 h; the film

thickness is from 50 nm to 300 nm. As the AFM tip scans amorphous organic thin film

surface, nuclei is formed from the scanned area and then grow to crystals. The crystal

growth of the amorphous organic thin film was performed at room temperature. After

various time periods, the organic thin film was heated at 50 oC-100 oC or washed using

water while running the spin coater to remove the non-crystalline organic materials from

the substrate.

2.7 Preparation of PETN micro-crystals and PETN-GO micro-

composites using solvent/non-solvent method

GO powders (Graphene Laboratories Inc.) were dispersed in de-ionized water by a tip

sonicator (Bandelin Sonoplus) for 60 min to make 3 mg/mL GO-water solution, and pure

PETN crystals were dissolved in acetone to make 0.2 M PETN-acetone solution. Then

different amounts of fresh GO solution was added into the PETN-acetone solution and

stirred for 3 h at room temperature for making various ratios of GO-PETN solution.

Adding 1% HCl aqueous solution into either the pure PETN or GO-PETN solutions was

used to precipitate all solutes and then concentrated by centrifuging. The precipitates

were washed three times using de-ionized water. Finally, the dry PETN microcrystals and

various GO-PETN micro-composites were obtained by freeze-drying the precipitates

followed by annealing at 70oC in an oven for 12 h.

2.8 Preparation of nanostructured pure NC films

The solid NC was completely dissolved in all the organic solvents used, including

THF, MeOH, EtOH and DMF, to make 5 mg/mL, 10 mg/mL and 30 mg/mL NC solution.
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The various NC materials were prepared by dropping various concentration NC solutions

onto the glass substrates (1.25 × 1.25 cm2) or glass petri dishes (VWR International) of

7.5 × 7.5 cm2 followed by evaporation at different temperatures. Samples were then dried

at 70 oC in a vacuum oven until a constant weight is achieved.

2.9 Preparation of nanostructured GO-NC films

The GO samples studied here were prepared by a modified Brodie’s method.120

Pristine graphite flaks (10 g), fuming nitric acid (160 mL), and sodium chloride oxide (85

g) were mixed at room temperature, but without the subsequent aging typically used in

the Brodie’s method.121 The mixture was stirred for 24 h, followed by washing, filtration,

and cleaning as described by Brodie. Graphite oxide was collected through a precipitation

method and evaporation of the solution at 65ºC. Then the graphite oxide powders were

dispersed in de-ionized water by a tip sonicator (Bandelin Sonoplus) for 60 min to make

3 mg/mL GO-water solution. Solid NC was dissolved in acetone to make 5% (mass

concentration) NC-acetone solution. Then the different amount of fresh GO solution was

added into the NC-acetone solution and stirred for 24 h at room temperature for making

various ratios GO doped NC solutions. The pure NC films or various GO-NC films were

made through adding pure NC-acetone solution or various ratios GO doped NC solutions

to glass petri dishes (VWR International) of 7.5 × 7.5 cm2 and then evaporating solvents

at ambient and drying at 70 oC in a vacuum oven until a constant weight is achieved in air.

The thickness of pure NC or various GO-NC films can be adjusted by controlling the

amount of solutions.
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2.10 Characterization

2.10.1 Optical microscope analysis

A standard optical microscope (AmScope Inc., Chino, CA) was used to collect optical

images of the surface and record the crystal growth.

2.10.2 Atomic force microscope (AFM) analysis

The morphology of organic thin films and patterned crystals was characterized with an

XE-100 atomic force microscope (Park Systems Inc., Santa Clara, CA) or a Nanoscope

IIIa multimode AFM (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) operating in contact mode using a

silicon cantilever (Nanoscience Instruments, Inc. Phoenix, AZ) with a nominal spring

constant of 0.01~0.1 N/m and the tip diameter of ~10 nm. All AFM imaging was

performed at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz.

The thickness of graphene sheets from 3D graphene or nitrogen-doped 3D graphene

networks were obtained with the Nanoscope IIIa multimode AFM operating in tapping

mode. The AFM tips (Tetra15/Au/15, Nanotechnology LLC.) is a silicon cantilever with

Au conductive coating, with the resonant frequency 200~400 kHz and force constant

20~75 N/m. All images were collected at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz with a driving frequency

of 325 kHz (256 × 256 lines scan). 3D graphene or nitrogen-doped 3D graphene

networks were dispersed in acetone by a tip sonicator (Bandelin Sonoplus) for 10 min.

All samples for AFM measurement were made by placing drops of the 3D graphene or

nitrogen-doped 3D graphene network acetone suspension onto cleaned silicon substrates

(1.25 cm × 1.25 cm), and the solvent was then dried using spin-coator with 3000 rpm for

3 min.
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2.10.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis

The morphology of all samples measured was examined by Hitachi S4300 or S570

scanning electron microscopy. All samples were sputter coated a thin layer of gold prior

to it (about 5nm) to ensure good conductivity and imaging.

2.10.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis

The 3D graphene or nitrogen-doped 3D graphene networks for TEM (Hitachi 8100)

observation was prepared by placing drops of the 3D graphene or nitrogen-doped 3D

graphene network acetone suspension onto carbon coated copper grids (Ultrathin Carbon

Film on Holey Carbon Support Film, 400 mesh, Copper, Ted Pella, Inc.), which was then

dried under ambient conditions prior to being introduced into the TEM chamber. The

samples were measured by using an acceleration voltage of 60 kV.

2.10.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) analysis

The XPS analysis of pure GO, pure NC films, GO-NC composites, 3D graphene

networks, and nitrogen-doped 3D graphene networks was performed using the PHI 5000

VersaProbe II Scanning Microprobe with the PHI MultiPak Version 9.3 software

(Physical Electronics Inc., MN, USA). All spectra were acquired with a monochromatic

aluminum x-ray source (hν=1486.6 eV), a 100 µm spot size in point mode, both electron

and ion neutralization, and a hemispherical analyzer pass energy of 29.35 eV. All

samples were mounted with double-sided copper tape to the XPS sample holder. All

spectra were collected at a 45° take-off angle. Curve fitting of the C1s and O1s spectra

was performed using a Gaussian-Lorentzian peak shape after performing a Shirley

background correction.
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2.10.6 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis

The DSC was used to conduct thermal analysis of various PETN samples and NC

materials. DSC (Model Q20) was supplied by the TA instruments. All samples were

characterized in the temperature range of 40-300 oC in a crimped aluminum pan at the

heating rate of 2, 5, 7.5, and 10 oC/min for various NC materials and 5, 10, 15, and 20

oC/min for various PETN samples. The sample size in the pan was around 1 mg. Nitrogen

was used as the inert gas in the DSC furnace.

The decomposition kinetics of all samples are obtained by using the Kissinger

model122 and Ozawa model 123.

2.10.6.1 Kissinger Model

For a thermal decomposition reaction, the rate of conversion can be described by two

separate functions f(x) and k(T) :124-126

= ( ) ( ) (2 − 1)
where x is the conversion; f(x) is the function of the conversion; t is the time; and k(T) is

the rate constant; T is the Kelvin temperature.

Based on Arrhenius equation:

( ) = − (2 − 2)
where A is the frequency factor for thermal decomposition, R is the gas constant, is the

activation energy.

The rate of conversion can be written as:124-126
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= ( ) − (2 − 3)
For the function of the conversion:

( ) = (1 − ) (2 − 4)
where n is the empirical order of reaction.

Then the rate of conversion can be described as:124-126

= (1 − ) − (2 − 5)
Taking the derivative of both sides:122

= (1 − ) [ − ] + − [(1 − ) ] (2 − 6)
When a sample is heated at a constant rate β, the temperature changes linearly:

= + (2 − 7)
Taking the derivative of both sides:

= (2 − 8)
Then the equation 2-6 can be written as:

= (1 − ) − − − (1 − ) (2 − 9)
= − (1 − ) − (2 − 10)
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The reaction rate will rise to a maximum value and then return to zero when the

reactant is exhausted. The maximum rate occurs when is zero.

Then the equation 2-10 can be written as:

= (1 − ) − (2 − 11)
Assuming n=1, then:122

= − (2 − 12)
For n≠0 and n≠1, based on the Coats-Redfern approximation:125,127

(1 − ) ≈ 1 + (n − 1) 2 (2 − 13)
Furthermore, because of 2 << 1 (2 − 14)
Then

(n − 1) 2 ≈ 0 (2 − 15)
So

(1 − ) ≈ 1 (2 − 16)
Then the equation 2-11 can also be written as:

= − (2 − 12)
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Change the equation 2-12 to:

= − (2 − 17)
Taking the natural logarithm of equation 2-17 on both sides, the Kissinger model can

be written as:122

ln = ln − (2 − 18)
2.10.6.2 Ozawa model:

For a thermal decomposition reaction, the rate of change of the properties is:123

= ( ) ( ) (2 − 19)
where α is the structural quantity of the sample and g(α) is the function of the structural

quantity of the sample.

Based on Arrhenius equation 2-2, the equation 2-19 can be described as:

= ( ) − (2 − 20)
Because of

= (2 − 8)
The equation 2-20 can be written as:

= ( ) − (2 − 21)
Then
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( ) = − (2 − 22)
Integrating both sides:

( ) = − (2 − 23)
Let

= (2 − 24)
Then

= (2 − 25)
Taking the derivative of both sides:

= − (2 − 26)
The equation 2-23 can be changed to:

− = [−exp (− )] (2 − 27)
Let

( ) = [− exp (− )] (2 − 28) and ( ) = ( ) (2 − 29)
Then the equation 2-27 can be written as:

( ) = ( ) (2 − 30)
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Thus

= ( ) ( ) (2 − 31)
Taking the logarithm of equation 2-16:

= log( ) − log[ ( )] + ( ) (2 − 32)
Based on Doyle approximation,123

( ) = −2.315 − 0.4567 (2 − 33)
Then the Ozawa model can be written as:123

= −0.4567 − 2.315 + log( ) − log[ ( )] (2 − 34)
2.10.7 Thermogravmetric analysis (TGA)

The TGA was used to conduct thermal analysis of PETN samples, benzoic acid,

various NC materials, pure GO, 3D graphene networks, and nitrogen-doped 3D graphene

networks. TGA was carried out in a TGA i 1000 (Instrument Specialist Inc.) or a TA

instruments Model Q50. All PETN samples were heated from 105 oC to 135 oC in steps

of 5 oC and held isothermally for 200 min at each temperature. Benzoic acid was used as

a calibration sample and heated from 95 oC to 121 oC in steps of 5 oC. All PETN samples

and benzoic acid were put into a aluminum pan with a diameter of 0.5 cm. Nitrogen gas

was used as the purge gas in the TGA for measure PETN samples and benzoic acid.

Various NC materials, pure GO, 3D graphene networks, nitrogen-doped 3D graphene

networks were heated from 25 oC to 1000 oC at the rate of 10 oC /min at air or Helium

(He) atmospheres. The amount of all PETN samples and benzoic acid was around 10 mg,
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the amount of various NC materials and pure GO powders was around 2.0 mg, and the

amount of 3D graphene networks, and nitrogen-doped 3D graphene networks was around

0.5 mg.

Kinetics of the sublimation process during the isothermal heating in TGA was

analyzed by the Arrhenius equation 2-2. For a zero order process, the Arrhenius equation

can be changed as:128

= + (2 − 35)
where is the mass loss per unit surface area in mg·s-1·mm-2, is the Arrhenius

parameter, is the activation energy for sublimation and can be obtained by the slope

of the plot of ln(dm/dt) vs. 1/T.

Vapor pressure can be obtained by the Langmuir equation:128,129

= √2 (2 − 36)
where p is the vapor pressure in Pa, is the mass loss per unit surface area in kg·s-1·m-2,

α is the vaporization coefficient, T is the absolute temperature, M is the molecular weight

of the vapor in kg·mol-1, and R is the gas constant.

2.10.8 Burning Rate Measurement

The burn rates of the different NC materials were measured in ambient atmosphere

using a digital high-speed camera (Phantom v710). All samples were 0.6 cm × 5 cm and

ignited by a CO2 laser (Firestar f-series, 400 Watts Max, 10200-10800 nm) at room
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temperature. The thickness of all NC films was around 100 μm (±15%). All NC films

were placed into glass slides (VWR International, 25 mm×75 mm, 1.0 mm thick) and

were situated 20 cm from the laser head. The linear burning rate was calculated by

collecting the length of films was burned and the burning time.

2.10.9 Laser ignition measurement

The laser ignition of the pure NC and GO-NC films was studied using a pulsed

Tempest 10 (Portland, OR) Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm). A convex lens with 10 mm focal

length was used to vary the energy density (fluence) by changing the distance between

the lens and the film. The energy density was calculated using the formula:

= 0.785 (2 − 37)
where E is the energy of the laser beam (200 mJ), D is the diameter of the beam at the

surface of the film. The dependence of the probability of the ignition of the films on the

laser fluence (W) at different temperatures is studied.

For the laser ignition of the various GO-NC films, it was assumed that the ignition

probability (the number of samples exploded out of ten samples initiated) is described by

the normal distribution function:130

= Ф − (2 − 38)
where W is the laser radiation fluence, is its mean value (ensuring a 50% initiation

probability), σ is the mean-square deviation, and Φ is the probability integral given by:

Ф( ) = 1√2 (2 − 39)
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The data obtained for each doping concentration was analyzed in terms of

temperature-dependent Arrhenius behavior in the form:

. = exp − (2 − 40)
where A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy of ignition, kB is the

Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. This equation can be written in

the form:

( . ) = − 1 (2 − 41)
Thus, a plot of the logarithm of the 50% ignition probability versus the inverse of

temperature in Kelvin results in a straight line from which the activation energy can be

determined.130
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CHAPTER III

NOVEL TECHNIQUES FOR PATTERNING ORGANIC

ENERGETIC MATERIALS

In this chapter, two novel techniques, adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography and

tip induced crystallization lithography (TICL), are developed for patterning organic

energetic material (OEM) thin films. For the lift-off lithography, the adhesion force plays

a significant role. The proposed mechanism for lift-off lithography is that the adhesion

force between the stamp and the thin film is greater than the adhesion force between the

substrates and the thin film, thus leading to the materials at the contact area being

removed. Coating adhesive reagents on the stamp can increase the adhesion force

between the stamp and the organic thin film. In comparison to other lift-off lithography

techniques, the adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography does not require high contact

pressures or external heating, potentially allowing for patterning of a wide range of

thermally sensitive compounds, such as OEMs. The TICL technique depends on coating

an amorphous organic thin film on a substrate and then inducing crystallization of the

thin film using an AFM tip. After removing the noncrystalline materials from the

substrate, the organic crystal arrays are stable on the substrate. The shape, morphology,

size, and density of patterned organic crystal arrays can be controlled by adjusting the

scanning feature, crystal growth time, film thickness, the size and density of non-

crystalline particles in the original amorphous thin film. PETN is used as a model

molecular to develop these two techniques first. In order to expand applications of these

two novel techniques, the author also explores the patterning of other organic chemicals.
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3.1 Adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography119

3.1.1 Literature review on lift-off lithography

Soft lithography is a popular technique for large-area patterning.17,131-133 This

technique applies a series of methods based on a soft mold, stamp, or mask to transfer the

pattern onto substrates.22,134 Microcontact printing (μ-CP) is one of the most important

soft lithography techniques. In comparison to other soft lithography techniques, the μ-CP

has inherent advantages due to its flexibility, simple operation, and highly efficiency. In

μ-CP, a polymer stamp is used to transfer an “ink” (target material) to the substrate or

selectively remove materials from the substrate. The contact area then forms a high-

quality direct or indirect pattern onto the substrate.

One typical μ-CP technology is the lift-off lithography, which effectively forms large-

area indirect micro- or nano-scale patterns on substrates.17,132,133,135-138 The advantage of

this method is that the lithography can be performed in an ambient environment and it is

a simple, rapid, and nondestructive process.22,133,139 Lift-off lithography is primarily

performed by first preparing a thin film on the substrate. The stamp is then pressed in

contact with the organic thin film. Upon removal of the stamp, material in the contact

regions is removed, and then the patterns are formed on the substrate.133,140

There are two main methods for lift-off lithography: cold-welding and hot lift-

off.133,140,141 Kim et al. demonstrated the cold-welding method in 2000.141 They indicated

a protocol for patterning microstructures of organic electronic devices by high-pressure

stamping. The stamps were first coated with a metal film, and the high pressure applied

while in contact with the surface induces cold-welding between the coating on the stamp
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and the deposited film on the substrate, allowing selective removal of materials from the

substrates. However, this specific method requires that the stamp is rigid in order to

survive the high pressures applied, and it has not been demonstrated for organic thin

films.

Subtractive patterning methods for organic materials have relied on a similar

technique where the sample is heated after contact with the surface, which is referred to

as hot lift-off lithography. 17,133,136 This method does not require extremely high pressures,

and partially cured epoxy stamps can be used. The heating step is used to further cure the

epoxy stamp, which increases the adhesion to the organic substrate. The hot lift-off

lithography has also been successful with soft stamps, including poly(dimethylsiloxane)

(PDMS) stamps, where no pressure is applied and the annealing temperature is under 100

oC.142 However, these methods are limited to materials that are thermally stable up to the

annealing temperature.

Lift-off lithography has expanded to many materials, such as organic small molecules,

polymers, and metals.17,132,133,135-138,142 All the foregoing studies have indicated that the

adhesion force plays a significant role in lift-off lithography. The proposed mechanism is

that the adhesion force between the stamp and the thin film is greater than the adhesion

force between the substrates and the thin film, thus leading to the materials at the contact

area being removed.22,133,140

In this section, we demonstrate a fabrication method for generating features in relief

on microcrystalline surfaces by coating adhesive agents (surfactants) on the stamp to

increase the adhesion force between the stamp and the organic thin film. The method

does not require high contact pressures or external heating, potentially allowing for
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patterning of a wide range of thermally sensitive compounds, especially organic energetic

materials (OEMs). The technique is presented for a broad range of organic materials with

amine, nitrate, and carboxylic acid functional groups on various substrates.

3.1.2 Choice of organic thin film formation method

Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), which is a typical monomolecular crystal and is

used as a benchmark material for primary and secondary high explosives, was chosen for

the optimization of patterning conditions.78,143-147 Hexadecyl-trimethylammonium

bromide (CTAB), an amphiphilic molecule that has a positively charged head group

(tetra-alkylammonium cations), has a strong charge adsorption for nitro groups and is

used in desorption, stabilization, and separation of nitro containing organic

compounds.148-150 Here, CTAB was used as the adhesive agent to assist in patterning the

microstructure. The patterning procedure was given in Section 2.5.

Obtaining high-quality, continuous films of PETN posed the first challenge in this

study. The PETN thin films were first prepared on Cu substrates by spin coating. Copper

was chosen solely due to costs and availability for these initial studies. Regular patterns

formed on the substrates when coating 5 mM CTAB on the stamps, as shown in Figure

3-1(A), although the patterning removed in excess of 98% of the PETN from the stamped

area.

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods were also used to prepare PETN thin films.

Figure 3-1(B) and 3-1(C) shows thin films deposited under atmospheric pressure and

high vacuum (10-7 torr). Both films produced under ambient atmosphere and high vacuum

had the same average “thickness” as measured with a quartz crystal microbalance

recorded during the deposition process. The films produced at atmospheric pressure were
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not continuous, but did give crystallite morphology similar to that observed in the bulk

phase. In contrast, higher quality PETN films with good continuity resulted from

evaporation under high vacuum.

Figure 3-1. Patterning of PETN films on Cu substrates: (A) prepared by spin coating; (B)
prepared by thermal evaporation at ambient atmosphere; (C) prepared by thermal evaporation at
high vacuum. The thickness of all PETN films was 300 nm. The left column is optical
microscope images, and the middle and right column are AFM images. Reprinted from ref. 119.
Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.

To show that the method is not just limited to PETN on Cu, various other substrates

were also used, as shown in Figure 3-2. The results show that a variety of metal

substrates can be patterned on with high efficiency. Regardless of the preparation method,

surface structure, and substrate, stamping with CTAB was able to remove in excess of 95%
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of PETN in contact with the stamp, with the vacuum evaporated films giving the sharpest

definition of the features. The size of voids matched the stamps’ patterns with an error of

less than 15%.

Figure 3-2. Patterns formed on PETN on various substrates (substrate, PETN thickness) starting
from upper left to right; glass, 3.0 μm; glass, 1.3 μm; glass, 0.3 μm; Si, 1.5 μm; Si, 0.2 μm; Al,
0.2 μm; Au, 0.5 μm; Cr, 0.4 μm; Ni, 0.5 μm. The surface energies of Al, Au, Cr, and Ni are 1.1,
1.6, 2.1, and 2.5 J/m2 respectively. Reprinted from ref. 119. Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.

3.1.3 Optimization of patterning conditions

Using a clean stamp, it was not possible to observe any significant removal of PETN

from the substrate. The efficacy of PETN removal improved with increasing
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concentration of the CTAB coated on the stamp (Figure 3-3). At 5 mM CTAB, greater

than 95% removal of PETN was observed. Other cationic surfactants, such as

didecyldimethylammonium bromide and tetra-n-butylammonium bromide (TBAB), were

also investigated, and show applicability, but were not as effective at removing the PETN

from the substrate as CTAB. Other control samples were also used on stamps to verify

that the cationic nature of the surfactant is an important factor in removal of PETN. Non-

ionic organic compounds and polymers such as naphthalene, poly(methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA), polystyrene (PS), and PDMS were used as an adhesive agent on the stamp, but

did not show any removal of PETN from the surface, indicating that the surfactant is

needed.

Figure 3-3. Normalized area removed under the stamp as a function of CTAB concentrations.
The thickness of PETN films were all 300 nm and the size of the inset AFM images were all
40 μm. The removed areas were calculated using Image-J software (bars represent ranges of
values determined from more than 20 images for each condition). Reprinted from ref. 119.
Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.
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3.1.4 Applications in other materials

Since PETN is a specialized material, the general applicability of this method to

various organic materials, especially OEMs, was investigated to further elucidate the

mechanism of pattern formation. Thin films of PS and PMMA were prepared and

stamped with and without the surfactant. In both cases, no removal of the polymer was

observed. Therefore, we believe that the nitrate functional group on the PETN is an

important factor since CTAB has a charge adsorption effect with PETN, which is likely

stronger than the adhesion force between PETN and the substrate. Therefore, this

patterning approach may be used with other organic materials if the following conditions

are met: the interaction force between the organic materials and the adhesive reagent

coated on the stamp must be stronger than the adhesion force between the organic

materials and the substrate.

In order to expand the scope of this technology, we explored the patterning of various

compounds having nitrate, amine, and carboxylic acid functional groups. First, we

examined several other OEMs, including trinitrotoluene (TNT), 1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-

triazacy-clohexane (RDX), and nitrocellulose (NC). NC thin films were produced by

coating 10 mg/mL NC EtOH-Et2O solution on glass substrates using a spin coater. TNT

and RDX films were prepared on glass substrates using high vacuum evaporation (10-7

torr) with a deposition rate of 0.2 nm/s. CTAB was the adhesive agent. As can be seen

from the results shown in Figure 3-4(a)~3-4(c), all these OEMs can be stamped and

readily form patterned surfaces.

We also investigated some important building blocks and intermediates in materials

chemistry for medicinal materials, organic dyes, liquid crystal materials, organic field-
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effect transistors (OFETs), and organic light-emitting materials (OLEDs).118,151-153 These

include carbazole, triphenylamine derivative-(E)-4-(4-nitrostyryl)-N,N-diphenylaniline

(NSDPA), fluorene derivatives-2,4,7-trinitro-fluorenoene (TNF), and 2,7-dibromo-4-

nitrofluorenone (DBNF), and biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid (BCA). Thin films of all these

organic materials were also prepared on glass substrates using high vacuum evaporation

(10-7 torr) with a deposition rate of 0.2 nm/s. CTAB was also used as the adhesive agent.

As shown in Figure 3-4(d)~3-4(h), all these organic materials can also be stamped and

readily form patterns on substrates. It is noteworthy to point out that carbazole, TNF,

DBNF, and NSDPA thin films, with a thickness of less than 1 lm, have been patterned by

highpressure stamping or hot lift-off stamping without the use of a surfactant. However,

with films greater than 1 μm, it was not possible to form patterns using these two

methods.140 Employing the adhesive agent assisted lift-off lithography, it is possible to

pattern films with thicknesses up to 3 μm in our studies.

Figure 3-4. Patterns of the various materials formed on glass. The film thickness of TNT, RDX,
NC, NSDPA, TNF, DBNF, BCA, and carbazole are 1.8 μm, 0.5 μm, 30 nm, 1.2 μm, 1.2 μm,
1.1 μm, 0.9 μm, and 1.4 μm, respectively. Reprinted from ref. 119. Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.
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3.1.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have developed a new method for constructing micro-scale patterns

of organic thin films by coating a PDMS stamp with an adhesive reagent and selectively

removing deposited materials from the substrate. The experimental procedures proceeded

smoothly under mild conditions with high efficiency and can be used to produce patterns

on large-scale and samples with vertical dimensions ranging from 30 nm up to 3 μm on

organic thin films. The advantages of this technique are that it is non-destructive to the

stamp since the surfactants can be removed and the stamp reused, the technique is

selective based on functional group, and the technique is performed at room

temperature/low pressure allowing thermally sensitive organic materials, such as OEM,

to be used. The technique has been shown to be selective for amine, nitrate, and

carboxylic acid functional groups, and other adhesive agents may open the door to

selective patterning of materials based on chemical functionality.
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3.2 Tip induced crystallization lithography (TICL)154

3.2.1 Literature review on the preparation of organic crystal arrays on substrates

The preparation of uniform large-area organic crystal arrays on substrates and

controlling their morphologies, shapes, sizes, and densities plays an important role in

material sciences, such as producing high-quality organic thin film based semiconductors,

solar cells, field-effect transistors, light-emitting diodes and promoting the sensitivity of

chemical and biological sensors.75,81,155 The properties of OEMs also strongly depend on

their morphologies, shapes, sizes, and densities. For example, Szczygielska et al.

indicated that hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (CL-20) crystals with rounded facets show

lower friction sensitivities than crystals of irregular shape and sharp-edged

agglomerates.156 Heijden et al. noted that a change in the shape of the RDX crystals from

faceted to spherical shape led to a significantly less shock sensitive compound.157 Thus,

the preparation of uniform large-area organic crystal arrays on substrates can aids in

providing an environment to understand the thermodynamics, kinetics, sensitivity, and

detonics of energetic materials in micro- or nano-scale.82 Currently, there are mainly two

ways to pattern organic crystal arrays: “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches. To date,

various techniques such as soft-lithography, ink-jet printing,92 micro-channel growth,158

optical lithography,159-161 and template-based lithography73,74,77 have been applied to

fabricate organic crystal arrays on various substrates.

Among these developed techniques, template-based lithography is the most popular

technique to produce large-area organic crystal arrays with a well-controlled structure

because the physical or chemical properties of templates can be adjusted beforehand to

tune the microstructure formation of organic crystals. A typical template-based
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lithography for patterning organic crystal arrays on substrates is controlling the crystal

nucleation and growth of organic materials on patterned self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs).73-75,77,81 This technique first depends on patterning SAMs on substrate by using

microcontact printing (µ-CP), and then selectively depositing organic materials on the

SAM pattern to prepare organic crystal arrays. The proposed mechanism for this

technique is that the organic material has a strong interaction force such as hydrogen

bonding, π-π stacking, electrostatic interactions, or van der Waals interactions with the

SAM material, thus leading to the organic material is selectively deposited on the SAM

pattern to form the crystal arrays. By adjusting the original morphologies and sizes of the

SAM patterns and selecting suitable SAM materials, the crystal morphologies, sizes,

shapes and densities of the patterned organic crystal arrays can be controlled. Template

based lithography has the advantage that large areas can be readily patterned but it is

impossible to quickly change the stamp to make arbitrary patterns.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a high-resolution type of scanning probe

microscopy. It uses a microcantilever with a sharp tip, which is normally used to collect

high resolution images of the surface.162 However, AFM can also be used for various

forms of lithography without the use of a template. One example is deposition of

materials through dip-pen nanolithography (DPN).15,19,163,164 The AFM tip acts as a

reservoir of ‘ink’ which can be written on various substrates. DPN can be used deposit a

wide variety of soft materials including alkane thiols, organic molecules, polymers and

even metals.15,19,163,164 By using the cantilever arrays, the large areas patterns can be

prepared.103-106
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In this section, we demonstrate a novel AFM based technique, tip induced

crystallization lithography (TICL), for effectively fabricating large-area organic crystal

arrays, especially OEMs, on various substrates. This technique relies on coating an

amorphous organic thin film on a substrate and then inducing the crystallization of the

thin film using the AFM tip. The process can be controlled by removing the remaining

non-crystalline materials from the substrate, leaving crystalline areas defined by where

the AFM tip was in contact. The schematic illustration of the experimental procedure for

the TICL technique is shown in Scheme 3-1. Stopping the growth of the nucleated crystal

and removing the non-crystalline materials from the substrate is the biggest challenge for

the TICL technique to be useful. Thus we first investigate the effects of non-crystalline

material removing techniques include thermal method and solvent washing method on

the formation of the organic crystal arrays. In addition, the effects of tip size and surface

energy, scanning rate and features, contact force, tip and substrate bias, crystal growth

time, amorphous thin film thickness, the size and density of the non-crystalline particles

in the original amorphous thin film, and substrate surface energy on the formation of the

organic crystal arrays were examined. The results indicated that through adjusting the

scanning features, crystal growth time, amorphous thin film thickness, the size and

density of the non-crystalline particles in the original amorphous thin film, and substrate

surface energy, the morphology, shape, size, and density of the prepared crystal arrays

can be controlled. The patterning procedure was given in Section 2.6.
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Scheme 3-1. Schematic illustration of the experimental procedure for the TICL technique.

Reprinted from ref. 154. Copyright 2006 American Chemistry Society.

3.2.2 The investigation of methods for stopping the growth of the nucleated crystal

and removing noncrystalline materials from the substrate

PETN is a typical monomolecular crystal and is used as a pharmaceutical and as

benchmark material for high explosives. The sensitivity, performance and stability of

PETN are heavily influenced by the crystal habit.147 The first observation TICL was with

PETN and is presented in detail as a model molecular compound and to provide the

guidance for fabricating various organic materials with this method. Amorphous PETN

thin films can be prepared by thermal evaporation of PETN at atmosphere165 or spin

coating low concentration PETN solution. The amorphous PETN thin films are proposed

to be kinetically formed nano-/micro-scale supercooled droplets. Although these droplets

are remarkably stable for days or weeks, they are likely deposited in a metastable liquid

state.108,165 After some form of perturbation, the droplets grow into dendritic crystals.

Previous studies reported that AFM tips can be used as a perturbation source to induce

nucleation and crystallization of PETN thin films.108 As the AFM tip scans the
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amorphous PETN thin film surface, nucleation is induced from the interaction of the tip

with the metastable droplets. A possible mechanism to explain how the AFM tip induces

crystallization is a 2-D heterogeneous nucleation model, where the tip serves as a defect

to enhance the crystal growth by reducing the nucleation barrier.108 Crystals then grow

due to diffusive mass transfer. The crystals formed will continue to grow until the entire

surface was void of any remaining islands.

In order to use TICL as a lithographic tool, methodology needs to be included to stop

the growth of the crystallites and remove the non-crystalline materials. The most sensible

method is to quickly remove any remaining amorphous islands from the substrate. Two

simple methods have been observed to stop the growth process, by heating the sample

after nucleation or washing the substrate.

As shown in Figure 3-5(a)~3-5(c), after using a single AFM tip to scan a fresh PETN

thin film on Au substrate, the nuclei is formed rapidly in the scanned area and then grows

to a large size dendritic crystal. As shown in Figure 3-5(d)~3-5(f), when heating the

sample at 50 oC, non-crystalline PETN droplets around the dendritic crystal disappear

rapidly. Thus the growth of dendritic crystal is inhibited and finally forms the isolated

dendritic crystal on the substrate after 2 h heating. When the heating temperature is 60,

70, or 80 oC, all non-crystalline PETN droplets disappear from the substrate after 20 min,

8 min, or 3 min heating. If the morphology of the isolated dendritic crystal does not

change after heating at same time, then the heating method can be used for quickly

removing any non-crystalline PETN droplets from the substrate to fabricate PETN crystal

arrays. We used AFM to examine the effect of heating temperature on the morphology of
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PETN dendritic crystals. As shown in Figure 3-6, after heating PETN dendritic crystals

at 50 oC for 2 h or 70 oC for 8 min, these crystals didn’t change obviously.

Figure 3-5. Optical images of the formation of PETN dendritic crystals on the glass substrate
using a heating method. (a) Fresh PETN thin film on the Au substrate; (b) after AFM tip scanning,
the nuclei forms on scanned area and then grows; (c) after 3h growth; (d) the PETN sample is
heated for 15 min at 50 oC; (e) after heating 30 min at 50 oC, and  (f) after heating 60 min at 50 oC.
The AFM tip scanning region is 5 × 5 μm2, scanning rate is 2 Hz, and scanning force is 25 nN.
The size of all images is 300 × 260 µm2. The white line is the interface of PETN dendritic
crystals and noncrystalline droplets.
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Figure 3-6 AFM images of PETN dendritic crystals on Au substrates before and after heating at
different temperatures.

The disappearance of non-crystalline PETN droplets from the substrate is because

PETN droplets are amorphous and own faster sublimation rate than the crystalline PETN.

As shown in Figure 3-7(a), the sublimation rate of non-crystalline PETN droplets is tens

to thousands of times than PETN crystals and the sublimation rate of non-crystalline

PETN droplets increases obviously with the distance between non-crystalline PETN

droplets and PETN crystals decreases. For example, when the heating temperature is 50

oC, the sublimation rate of non-crystalline PETN droplets with the distance 10 μm is

around 5000 times than PETN crystals and 50 times than non-crystalline PETN droplets

with the distance 400 μm, respectively. Therefore, when heating the samples more than

50 oC, non-crystalline PETN droplets around the PETN crystals can be evaporated

rapidly and then the growth of the nucleated crystal can be inhabited.
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The sublimation rate of non-crystalline PETN droplets and PETN crystals at different

temperatures, including 50, 60, 70 and 80 oC, were conducted using an AFM.82 Kinetics

of the sublimation process during the isothermal heating was analyzed by the Equation

2-35. The Arrhenius plot for non-crystalline PETN droplets with distance 10, 20, 50, 100,

200, and 400 μm and PETN crystals are presented in Figure 3-7(b). The activation

energy for sublimation of non-crystalline PETN droplets and PETN crystals calculated

from Figure 3-7(b) is shown in Figure 3-7(c). The results indicate there is an increasing

trend in the activation energy as the distance between non-crystalline PETN droplets and

PETN crystals increases and PETN crystals own much higher activation energy than all

non-crystalline PETN droplets, which means PETN crystals are much more stable than

non-crystalline PETN droplets when heating the samples. Thus, heating the substrate

higher than 50 oC, non-crystalline PETN droplets quickly shrink and finally disappear

from the substrate, but PETN crystals are stable on the substrate.

Figure 3-7. (a) The sublimation rate of PETN crystals and noncrystalline droplets with different
distances at different temperatures; (b) Arrhenius plot of PETN crystals and noncrystalline
droplets with different distances; (c) Plot of activation energy of PETN crystals and
noncrystalline droplets with different distances.

Another method for quickly removing non-crystalline PETN droplets from the

substrate is washing the substrate via using a solvent. Deionized water was the best

solvent for washing PETN samples. After nucleating the growth of the PETN fresh thin

film, the substrate is placed into the spin coater. Turning on the spin coater and then
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dropping several mL of water on substrate to remove non-crystalline PETN droplets at

3000 rpm for 3 min. As shown in Figure 3-8, in comparison to the original PETN

dendritic crystal, the morphology of the obtained PETN dendritic crystal after water

washing is also not been changed obviously. The mechanism of the non-crystalline PETN

droplet removal is not fully understood but is likely due to weak interactions of the

droplet with the substrate. In contrast, the PETN crystals have strong interaction forces

with the substrate and cannot be removed during the water washing.

Figure 3-8. Optical images of the formation of PETN dendritic crystals on the substrate using
water washing. (a) Before water washing; and (b) after water washing. The size of all images is
500 × 330 µm.

3.2.3 Morphology, shape, size and density control of PETN crystals and crystal

arrays

Next we examined the effects of tip size and surface energy, scanning rate and features,

contact force, tip and substrate bias, crystal growth time, film thickness, the size and

density of non-crystalline PETN droplets in the original amorphous PETN thin film, and

substrate on the formation of the PETN crystal arrays. The size of AFM tips is ranging

from 20 nm to 100 nm; the surface energy of the AFM tip can be adjusted via using

silicon nitride tip, gold, platinum, or aluminum coated tips and 1-undecanethiol (UDT),

16-mercap-tohexadecanoic acid (MHA), and 11-mercapto-1-undecanol (MUO) self-

assembly monolayer (SAM) modified gold coated tips; the scanning rate is 0.5-9.5 Hz;
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the contact force is 0.5 nN-25 nN; the tip and substrate bias is 0-10 V; the crystal growth

time is from 30 s to 1 h; the film thickness is from 50 nm to 300 nm; and the substrate

includes silicon wafer, glass, Al, Au, Cu, Cr, or Ni substrates and MUO, MHA, and UDT

SAM modified Au substrates. The TICL technique can be used to pattern PETN crystal

arrays regardless of tip size and surface energy, scanning rate and features, contact force,

tip and substrate bias, crystal growth time, film thickness, the size and density of non-

crystalline PETN droplets in the original amorphous PETN thin film, and substrate

surface energy in the range of we used. The morphology, shape, size, and density of

patterned PETN arrays cannot be changed obviously via changing the tip size and surface

energy, scanning rate, contact force, and tip and substrate bias. However, the morphology,

shape, size, and density of the patterned PETN crystals or crystal arrays can be controlled

by adjusting the scanning feature, crystal growth time, film thickness, the size and density

of non-crystalline PETN droplets in the original amorphous PETN thin film, and

substrate surface energy.

3.2.3.1 Morphology control of PETN crystal arrays

The morphology of PETN crystal arrays can be controlled via engineering scanning

features. As shown in Figure 3-9, PETN crystal arrays with various morphologies,

including linear crystal arrays, clathrate crystal arrays, and arbitrary crystal arrays with

features of TTU and continuous line can be obtained via designing the original scanning

features as linear, clathrate, TTU and continuous line.
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Figure 3-9 Optical, AFM and SEM images of PETN crystal arrays with various morphologies on
glass substrates. (a) Linear PETN crystal arrays; (b) clathrate PETN crystal array; (c) and (d)
PETN crystal arrays with TTU features; and (e) PETN crystal arrays with continuous line features.
The size of optical images in (a) and (b) is 370 µm × 270 µm. Reprinted from ref. 154. Copyright
2014 American Chemistry Society.

3.2.3.2 Shape control of PETN crystals in crystal arrays

The PETN can form isolated island crystals or dendritic crystals by manipulating the

crystal growth.101 After using AFM tip to scan the amorphous PETN thin film by contact

mode, non-crystalline PETN droplets became island crystals rapidly at scanning areas;

however, the dendritic growth was observed along the AFM tip scanned boundary, as

shown in Figure 3-10(a)~3-10(c). The area outlined (1) is the initial scanned area of the

PETN film and the elliptical area (2) is the dendritic crystals. After removing the

noncrystalline PETN droplets from the substrate via heating the sample at 50 oC for 2 h, a

mixture pattern that contains PETN island crystals in the center and dendritic crystals

outward is formed on the substrate, as shown in Figure 3-10(d) and 3-10(e). Therefore,

scanning an amorphous PETN thin film on several small size areas, after a short time

crystal growth, removing noncrystalline PETN droplets from the substrate, PETN

dendritic crystal arrays can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3-11(a), 3-11(b), 3-11(d)
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and 3-11(e). The PETN island crystal arrays can be obtained when the scanning features

are large and non-crystalline PETN droplets are immediately removed from the substrate

after inducing the nucleation, as shown in Figure 3-11(c) and 3-11(f).

Figure 3-10. Optical and AFM images of the formation of a mixture pattern that contains PETN
dendritic crystals and island crystals on the substrate. (a) Fresh PETN thin film; (b) the nuclei
forms after AFM tip scans; (c) after 1h growth; (d) a mixture pattern that contains PETN dendritic
crystals and island crystals is formed on the substrate after heating the PETN sample at 50 oC for
30 min; and (e) AFM images for a mixed pattern contains dendritic crystals and island crystals.
The AFM tip scanning region is 50 × 50 μm, scanning rate is 2 Hz, and scanning force is 25 nN.
The size of all optical images is 300 × 300 µm.
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Figure 3-11 Optical images of the formation of PETN dendritic and island crystal arrays on Au
substrats. The size of all images is 500 µm × 330 µm.

3.2.3.3 Size ad density control of PETN crystal and crystal arrays

For patterning PETN dendritic crystal arrays, the size and density of the crystal arrays

can be tuned via controlling the crystal growth time and PETN thin film thickness. As

shown in Figure 3-12. For the amorphous PETN thin films with same thickness, the size

of patterned PETN dendritic crystal arrays increases obviously with the crystal growth

time increases; for the same crystal growth time, the density of patterned dendritic crystal

arrays increases obviously with the thickness of original amorphous PETN thin films

increases. In addition, when the thickness of original amorphous PETN thin films is

higher than 100 nm, the size of patterned dendritic crystal arrays decreases obviously

with the thickness increases at same growth time.
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Figure 3-12. AFM images of PETN liner dendritic crystals with different width and crystal
density on Au substrates.

For patterning PETN island crystal arrays, the size of island crystals and the density of

crystal arrays can be tuned via controlling the size and density of non-crystalline PETN

droplets in the original amorphous PETN thin film, which can be adjusted by controlling

the PETN vapor deposition rate, film thickness and substrate surface energy.  As shown

in Figure 3-13, the different PETN island crystal arrays with high or low density crystals

and small or large size crystals have been obtained via adjusting the density and size of

PETN droplets in the original amorphous PETN thin film. As shown in Table 3-1, the

vapor deposition rate for coating original amorphous PETN thin films, which were used

to fabricate PETN island crystal arrays in Figure 3-13(a)~3-13(c) and 3-13(d)~3-13(e),

was 0.6 nm/min and 3 nm/min, respectively. Compared to these images, the amorphous
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PETN thin films that were made by lower vapor deposition rate can be used to fabricate

higher density crystal arrays. In comparison to PETN island crystal arrays in Figure 3-

13(a), 3-13(b), and 3-13(c) or in Figure 3-13(d) and 3-13(e), the thicker amorphous

PETN thin films can be used to fabricate larger size PETN crystals and higher density

crystal arrays .

Figure 3-13. Optical and AFM images of PETN square island crystal arrays with different crystal
size and density on Au substrates.
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Table 3-1. The parameters for coating amorphous PETN thin films and the size and surface
coverage of island crystals in patterned crystal arrays.

Crystal arrays
Vapor deposition

rate (nm/min)

The thickness of PETN
amorphous thin film

(nm)

The size of
island crystals

(μm)

The surface coverage
of island crystals

(%)
a 0.6 100 0.72 ± 0.21 95.1 ± 1.6
b 0.6 200 0.98 ± 0.24 65.4 ± 3.8
c 0.6 400 2.34 ± 0.52 53.5 ± 4.2
d 3 80 1.64 ± 0.32 12.2 ± 4.1
e 3 200 1.12 ± 0.26 30.8 ± 6.2

Furthermore, the size of island crystal arrays can be tuned via controlling the size of

scanning features and substrate surface energy.  As shown in Figure 3-14, PETN island

crystal arrays with size around 3.2, 6.5, 8.2, 12.5, 24, and 54 μm are obtained when the

scanning features with size 2, 4, 6, 10, 20 and 50 μm. The size of PETN island crystal

arrays is larger than the size of scanning features due to the crystal growth in the

boundary. Theoretically, the smallest width of PETN island crystal arrays can be obtained

when the size of the scanning feature is the smallest and non-crystalline PETN droplets

are immediately removed from the substrate after inducing the nucleation. However, the

width of PETN island crystal arrays is limited by the size of non-crystalline PETN

droplets in the original amorphous PETN thin film. The smallest average size of PETN

droplets we can obtain is around 500 nm. Although the size of the scanning feature is 100

nm, the smallest width of PETN island crystal arrays on Au substrate we can obtain is

around 2 μm, as shown in Figure 3-15(a). Changing the substrate to silicon wafer, glass,

Al, Cu, Cr and Ni substrates, the smallest width of PETN island crystal arrays is still

from 2 μm to 4 μm. However, using MUO or MHA SAM modified Au substrates, the

smallest width of PETN island crystal arrays we can obtain is around 800 nm, as shown

in Figure 3-15(b). The mechanism of the smallest width of the PETN island crystal
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arrays can be obtained on MUO or MHA SAMs modified Au substrates is not fully

understood, but is likely because the abundant functional groups such as –OH in MUO

and –COOH in MHA can form interaction force with PETN to reduce the crystal growth

rate.

Figure 3-14. AFM images (a-f) and optical image (g) of PETN liner island crystal arrays with
different width on Au substrates. (a) 3.2 μm; (b) 6.5 μm; (c) 8.2 μm; (d) 12.5 μm; (e) 24 μm; and
(f) 52 μm.
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Figure 3-15. Optical and AFM images of PETN liner island crystal arrays on (a) Au substrate
and (b) MUO modified Au substrate. Reprinted from ref. 154. Copyright 2014 American
Chemistry Society.

3.2.4 Patterning other organic materials using TICL

In order to expand applications of TICL, we also explored the patterning of other

organic chemicals, including two other OEMs and two important organic building blocks

and intermediates in material science166-169 on various substrates. These chemicals are

trinitrotoluene (TNT), 1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazacy-clohexane (RDX), triphenylamine

(TPA), and 2,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO). All of these materials can be patterned and

readily form crystal arrays on different substrates as shown in Figure 3-16. The primary

factor observed in this study for choice of an organic material is that it must be deposited

as a supercooled/metastable material and is not universal for all materials.
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Figure 3-16. Optical images of various organic crystal arrays. (a) TNT square crystal arrays on
Cr substrate; (b) RDX linear crystal arrays on Au substrate; (c) TPA  clathrate crystal arrays on
glass substrate; and (d) PPO crystal arrays with TTU futures on glass substrate. The
noncrystalline materials are removed by heating. The size of all images is 420 × 300 µm2.
Reprinted from ref. 154. Copyright 2014 American Chemistry Society.

3.2.5 Conclution

In conclusion, we have developed a novel technique referred to as TICL for

effectively constructing uniform organic crystal arrays on various substrates. By

adjusting the scanning feature, crystal growth time, film thickness, the size and density of

non-crystalline particles in the original amorphous thin film, and substrate surface energy,

the morphology, shape, size, and density of patterned organic crystal and crystal arrays

can be controlled. The experimental procedures of the TICL technique are simple, low

cost and could potentially be scaled up with cantilever arrays.103-106
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CHAPTER IV

MANIPULATING THE CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE OF

ORGANIC ENERGETIC MATERIALS

In this chapter, two novel techniques are developed to manipulate the crystalline

structure of organic energetic materials (OEMs). Firstly, the author investigates the

fabrication of thin film energetic materials through spin coating to yield reproducible

materials to study. The crystalline structure of OEMs is found to have a strong

dependence on the size of non-crystalline particles in the amorphous thin film, which can

be controlled by adjusting the spin coater rotational speed and solution concentration. We

also set up a model to describe the relationship between the non-crystalline particle size,

spin coater rotational speed and solution concentration. In this study, thin films of

pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) produced by spin coating are systematically

investigated giving films with controlled morphology. Secondly, the author indicates that

GO can be used to manipulate the crystalline structure of PETN. The pure PETN micro-

crystals can be fabricated by using a solvent/non-solvent method; however, the shape of

these PETN micro-crystals is irregular. After introducing 0.5% or more GO, the PETN

formed regular microrods and some of these crystals are covered with GO sheets.

Furthermore, the author investigates the effect of GO doping concentration on the

thermal stability, sublimation rate and vapor pressure of PETN micro-crystals. The

results indicate the GO-PETN micro-composites have higher thermal stability and slower

sublimation rate and vapor pressure at temperatures ranging from 105 oC to 135 oC

compared to pure PETN micro-crystals.
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4.1 Effects on the crystalline structure of organic energetic materials

using spin coating 170

4.1.1 Literature review on spin coating

Spin coating is the most popular method used to deposit uniform organic thin films on

flat substrates.171-173 A typical spin coater was showed in Figure 4-1(A). The spin coating

process involves dropping a small amount of coating material onto the center of a

substrate and then spinning the substrate at a high speed, as shown in Figure 4-1(B).

Centripetal acceleration will cause the coating material to spread to the edge of the

substrate and ultimately lead to form a thin film of coating material on the substrate. The

film thickness, morphology and other properties are strongly dependent on the nature of

the coating material, solution concentration, surface tension, viscosity, solvent, substrate

surface energy, and spin process parameters, such as rotational speeds, spin coating time

and acceleration. Currently, spin coating method has been widely used to produce thin

film based devises, such as organic semiconductors, solar cells, organic light-emitting

diode (OLED), and sensors.

The spin coating technique does not require external heating and high pressure. Thus

this technique allows for the fabrication of a wide range of thermally sensitive

compounds including OEMs. Currently, the spin coating method has been used for

coating OEM thin film and patterning OEMs on substrates, but so far there were not

detailed studies on the effects of spin coating parameters on the surface structure of

OEMs. In this section, we show that spin coating can be used to reproducibly fabricate
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thin films of energetic materials with controlled morphology through tuning OEM

solution concentration and spin coater rotational speed.

Figure 4-1. The Lauren Spin coater and the basic principle of spin coating. A) Lauren WS-400A
Spin coater from Laruen Corporation. B) The basic step of the spin coating.

4.1.2 The effects of spin coating parameters on the particle size of PETN on glass

substrates

PETN was also chosen for the investigation of the effects of spin coating on the

crystal structure of organic energetic materials. Spin coating with high concentration

(0.06 M or greater) produced continuous thin films of PETN. However, when the solution

concentration dropped below 0.06 M, non-continuous islands were formed on the

substrate. In general, the particle size distribution of PETN islands is strongly dependent

on the spin coater rotational speeds and solution concentration. In addition, solvent type,

substrate surface energy, and the spin coating time (less than 3 min) also affect the island

size. In this report, we only investigated the effect of rotational speeds and solution

concentrations. Although continuous films were often sought when using spin coating,
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this work would focus on non-continuous films since these were more applicable to the

explosives community in simulating powder samples. Other factors were fixed, including

the solvent (acetone), substrate (glass), and the amount of solution used during for

deposition was 20 μL.

First, to investigate the effect of the spin coater rotational speed on the island size,

three concentrations, 0.01 M, 0.02 M and 0.03 M, were used at various rotational speeds

from 500 rpm to 6000 rpm. The island size of each sample was then measured using

AFM as shown in Figure 4-2. Figure 4-2 indicates that the size of island particles

becomes larger with decreasing rotational speed. The higher rotational speeds (greater

than 3000 rpm) provide a rather homogeneous distribution of PETN islands on the

substrate of less than 3 μm. At rotational speeds below 2000 rpm a more heterogeneous

distribution of PETN islands is observed within a range of 2~8 μm.

Figure 4-2. PETN particle size vs spin coater rotational speed. The size of PETN island particles
is obtained using AFM software. (Bars represent the range of values determined from more than
20 AFM images for each condition.) Reprinted from ref. 170. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.
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Figure 4-3 shows the relationship of particle size collected at three fixed rotational

speeds, 2000 rpm, 3000 rpm and 4000 rpm, using solution concentrations ranging from

0.005 M to 0.06 M. As shown in Figure 4-3, the size of the island particles becomes

larger with increasing concentration. The lower concentrations provide a smaller and

more homogeneous distribution of PETN particles on the substrate.

Figure 4-3. PETN particle size vs PETN solution concentrations. The size of PETN island
particles is obtained using AFM software. (Bars represent ranges of values determined from more
than 20 AFM images for each condition.) Reprinted from ref. 170. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Spin coating is one of the most popular methods to produce uniform thin films of

organic materials, especially polymers. The system analysis and modeling of the spin

coating process were performed more than 60 years ago.174-177 Using cylindrical polar co-

ordinates (r, Ɵ, z) with the origin at the center of rotation, Emslie et al.174 have shown the

viscous and centrifugal forces balance for a Newtonian liquid is,

− ( ) = (4 − 1)
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and the continuity function was,ℎ = −1 ( ) (4 − 2)
where η is viscosity, ρ is the density, ω is the spin coater rotational speed, z axis is the

rotation axis, r is the radial direction, νr(z) is the r direction velocity, h is the thickness of

the film, t is the spin coating time, and q is the total radial flow per unit circumference

and is given by175,

= ( ) = ℎ3 (4 − 3)
Assuming there is no evaporation during the spin coating process, the solution of the

equation (2) can be approximated as175,

ℎ = ℎ [1 + ] (4 − 4)
where h0 is the original thickness of the film at t=0.

If we only consider two variables, ω and c, the final film thickness can be simplified

to the form176,177,

ℎ = (4 − 5)
where A, n and m are constants and are dependent on a number of factors including the

solvent, viscosity, vapor pressure, etc.

When the films are composed of relatively uniform particles, the sizes of these

particles (d) are dependent on the thickness of the films as indicated in the equation

below178,
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∝ ℎ (4 − 6)
where γ is constant and is also dependent on the solvent type, viscosity, etc.

Therefore, we can set up an equation to approximate the relationship between the

island size, rotational speed and the solution concentration as below,

= (4 − 7)
Fitting the data in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 with equation (4-7), we can obtain the

constants for this equation. k is found to be 5700 and the error in k is approx 25%. The

index α and β are 0.69±0.04 and -0.65±0.05, respectively. As a result, the relationship

between the island size and the spin coater rotational speed and the solution concentration

can be presented as,

= 5700 . ± . . ± . (4 − 8)
where d is in μm, c is in mol, and ω is in rpm. Therefore, it is possible to predict the

PETN particle size by adjusting the spin coater rotational speed and the solution

concentration.

4.1.3 The effects of PETN particle size on the surface structure of PETN on glass

substrates

Generally, the deposition of PETN on substrates as nano-/micro-scale island particles

is a typical non-equilibrium process. Crystals are formed from nuclei and then grow into

larger crystals. As shown in Figure 4-4(A)~4-4(C), PETN forms micro-scale islands on

the glass substrate immediately after deposition. Although these droplets are remarkably

stable, they have been proposed to actually be deposited in a metastable liquid state.108

After some form of perturbation, the droplets can then grow into crystallites with a
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dendritic form. As shown in Figure 4-5(A)~4-5(C), the formation of these dendritic

crystals is strongly dependent on the initial size of the deposited island. When the island

size is lower than 2(±1) µm, fully developed dendritic crystals are formed on the glass

substrates. However, when the island size is greater than 4(±1) µm, isolated crystals are

formed on the glass substrate showing no dendritic form. A mixture of dendritic crystals

and islands is observed from initial particle sizes ranging from ≤ 2(±1) µm to ≥ 4(±1) µm.

Figure 4-4. The optical and AFM images of different size PETN droplet islands: (A) the island
size is lower than 2(±1) µm, (B) the island size is ranging from 2(±1) µm to 4(±1) µm, and (C)
the island size is higher than 4(±1) µm. Scale bar is 100 µm. Reprinted from ref. 170. Copyright
2014 Elsevier B.V.
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Figure 4-5. The optical and AFM images of PETN island crystals and dendritic crystals formed
from different size PETN droplet islands: (A) full developed dendritic crystals from 2(±1) µm
PETN droplet islands; (B) a mixed pattern contains dendritic crystals and island crystals from
2(±1)-4(±1) µm PETN droplet islands; and (C) island crystals from 4(±1) µm PETN droplet
islands. Scale bar is 100 µm. Reprinted from ref. 170. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Dendritic crystals formation is likely due to the diffusion of the metastable PETN to

the more stable crystalline material. Initially nuclei are formed and then grow into

dendritic crystals with the aggregation of more PETN molecules. As a result, the non-

equilibrium island particles are completely transformed into stable dendrite crystals. The

dendritic crystals growth dynamics have been described within the framework of a

diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) model.101,165 The driving force of the process is
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achieved by the concentration gradient from the supersaturated PETN droplets to the

stable dendrite crystals at the substrate.

The large PETN islands likely have a lower potential energy than the small islands.

Thus small islands lose molecules quickly due to the larger driving force. The diffusive

mass transfer between island droplets and nuclei are governed by surface diffusion along

the substrate. After the dendrites are fully developed, the dendrite crystals do not change

as observed over several months.

4.1.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have systematically studied the effects of the spin coater rotational

speed and solution concentration on the PETN islands deposited on glass substrates. We

also set up a model to describe the relationship between the PETN island size, the spin

coater rotational speed and solution concentration. After initial deposition, the islands can

undergo a transformation into a more stable phase. When the island size is smaller than

2(±1) µm, dendrite crystals are formed, and when the island size is greater than 4(±1) µm,

island crystals are observed. Therefore, spin coating can be used to fabricate PETN

crystals with different morphologies from islands to dendrites with various sizes and

shape.
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4.2 Effects on the crystalline structure of PETN via introducing

graphene oxide and improved thermal stability

4.2.1 Literature review on improving the thermal stability of PETN

Generally, OEMs with smaller particle sizes have faster burn rates.86 However, the

thermal stability of OEMs is normally reduced with a decrease of the particle size.1,56 For

example, nano-sized nitrocellulose fibers have a lower thermal stability compared to

micro-sized fibers.56 Furthermore, the sublimation rate of OEMs normally becomes faster

with a decrease in particle size, which increases the aging process of OEMs. Therefore, it

is of interest to develop techniques to improve the thermal stability of OEMs.

PETN is one of the most common OEMs and a benchmark material.100 Developing a

method to improve the thermal stability of PETN can provide the guidance for other

OEMs. To date, several techniques have been developed to improve the thermal stability

of PETN, such as sol-gel formulation,113 doping impurities,128,179-182 and heat

treatment.183 Among these developed techniques, doping impurities is a popular method

for improving the thermal stability of PETN. Currently, a series of impurities, such as

metal ions (Fe, Ca, Na, and Zn),180 PETN homologues dipentaerythritol hexanitrate

(DiPEHN) and tripentaerythritol octanitrate (TriPEON),9,12,128,181 and porphyrins,182 have

been doped into PETN to control the thermal stability.

Graphene oxide (GO) is a two-dimension (2D) materials and can be easily obtained

by oxidation of graphite powders 184. GO has been widely applied in material sciences

due to its large theoretical specific surface area and abundant oxygen-containing groups,

which can significantly improve the thermal properties of some materials through doping
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GO into these materials.185,186 For example, some polymers doping with GO have a

higher glass transition temperature (Tg)
187 and better thermal stability than the pure

polymer materials.188,189 The development properties can be attributed to interactions

such as hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, and electrostatic interactions between polymers

and GO and the confinement from two or more GO layers.187-190 Therefore, it remains a

possibility to improve the thermal stability of PETN by doping with GO.

In this section, we show that GO can be used to manipulate the micro-crystal structure

of PETN. We also investigate the effect of GO doping concentration on the thermal

stability, sublimation rate and vapor pressure of PETN micro-crystals. The results

indicated the GO-PETN micro-composites have higher thermal stability and slower

sublimation rate and vapor pressure at temperatures ranging from 105 oC to 135 oC

compared to pure PETN micro-crystals.

4.2.2 Effects on the crystal structure of PETN via introducing graphene oxide

The procedure for preparing pure PETN micro-crystals and various GO-PETN micro-

composites was demonstrated in Section 2.7. Figure 4-6 represents the different

morphologies of pure PETN, various GO-PETN micro-composites, and GO powders as

observed with SEM. As shown in Figure 4-6(a), pure PETN forms micro-scale crystals.

After introducing GO, PETN also forms micro-scale crystals, whose size is similar as

pure PETN micro-scale crystals, but the shape of these PETN microcrystals is more

regular than pure PETN microcrystals. As shown in Figure 4-6(b)~4-6(g), the PETN

forms regular micro-scale rods after introducing 0.5% or more GO and some of these

micro-scale crystals are covered with GO sheets. For example, the SEM image under

higher magnification for 0.5% GO doped PETN composite clearly indicates the PETN
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microcrystals are partially covered GO sheets, as shown in Figure 4-6(d). When doping

5% GO into PETN, almost all PETN micro-crystals are covered by GO sheets, as shown

in Figure 4-6(g). The SEM image of pure GO powders is shown in Figure 4-6(h). The

size of GO ranges from 0.1μm to 10μm.

Figure 4-6. SEM images of pure PETN microcrystals, various GO- PETN micro-composites, and
GO powders. (a) Pure PETN; (b) 0.25%, (c) and (d) 0.5%, (e) 1%, (f) 2.5%, and (g) 5% GO
doped PETN micro-composites; and (h) GO powders.

4.2.3 Thermal analysis of pure PETN micro-crystals and GO-PETN micro-

composites

Thermal analysis was conducted using a DSC. Decomposition kinetics of the pure

PETN micro-crystals and various GO-PETN micro-composites are obtained by using the

Ozawa model (Equation 2-34)123 and Kissinger model (Equation 2-18)122. Figure 4-7(a)

shows the normalized DSC curves of the pure PETN sample. Figure 4-7(b) shows the

plots of the logarithm of heating rate (β) as a function of the reciprocal of the peak

temperature (Tm) and is linear for all samples. The activation energy can be obtained

from the slope. Figure 4-7(c) shows the activation energy obtained from two different

models. Both models produced similar activation energies of decomposition and the

activation energy increases with higher GO doping concentration in the composites. The
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reason for the increases might be attributed to the interaction forces between GO sheets

and PETN microcrystals.191

Figure 4-7. (a) DSC curves of pure PETN sample at different heating rate; (b) Plot of ln (β)
versus the reciprocal of the peak temperature 1/Tm for all PETN sample; (c) Plot of activation
energy of all PETN samples.

4.2.4 Sublimation rates of pure PETN and GO-PETN micro-composites

Sublimation rates of pure PETN microcrystals and various GO-PETN micro-

composites were measured using TGA. Kinetics of the sublimation process during the

isothermal heating in TGA was analyzed by Equation 2-35.128 The temperature-

dependent sublimation rates of all samples are summarized in Table 4-1. As shown in

Table 4-1, the sublimation rate for all samples increases with increasing temperature.

Table 4-1 also indicates that the sublimation rates for various GO-PETN micro-

composites were significant reduced compared to pure PETN microcrystals and the

decrease in the sublimation rates increases with increasing the GO doping concentration

at all temperatures. The decrease in the sublimation rates for various GO-PETN micro-

composites is likely due to the coverage of GO on the surface of PETN inhibits

sublimation. The Arrhenius plots for all samples are presented in Figure 4-8 with the

activation energy of all samples shown in Table 4-2. The results indicate there is a

decreasing trend in the activation energy with increasing concentration of GO.
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Table 4-1. Sublimation rates of pure PETN and various GO-PETN micro-composites.

Temperatur
e (K)

Weight loss rate (mg·s-1·mm-2)
Pure

PETN
0.25% GO-

PETN
0.5% GO-

PETN
1% GO-
PETN

2.5% GO-
PETN

5% GO-
PETN

378
4.11E-
07±3%

3.87E-
07±3%

3.64E-
07±6%

3.30E-
7±4%

3.43E-
07±9%

3.17E-
07±1%

383
6.18E-
07±4%

6.03E-
07±1%

5.78E-
07±6%

5.42E-
7±3%

5.42E-
07±8%

4.82E-
07±4%

388
9.78E-
07±4%

1.00E-
06±1%

9.60E-
07±6%

9.50E-
7±4%

9.17E-
07±7%

8.23E-
07±7%

393
1.63E-
06±4%

1.65E-
06±1%

1.59E-
06±4%

1.64E-
06±5%

1.56E-
06±6%

1.40E-
06±8%

398
2.69E-
06±4%

2.73E-
06±1%

2.66E-
06±3%

2.78E-
06±7%

2.60E-
06±4%

2.32E-
06±6%

403
4.62E-
06±4%

4.57E-
06±2%

4.37E-
06±4%

4.70E-
06±13%

4.24E-
06±6%

3.77E-
06±8%

408
1.12E-
05±4%

9.07E-
06±12%

7.69E-
06±11%

7.20E-
06±4%

6.75E-
06±4%

6.14E-
06±8%

Figure 4-8. Arrhenius plot of pure PETN and various GO-PETN micro-composites.

Table 4-2. Activation energy for sublimation of the pure PETN and various GO-PETN micro-
composites.

Sample Activation energy (kJ·mol-1)
Pure PETN 136.71

0.25% GO-PETN 132.74
0.5% GO-PETN 130.12
1% GO-PETN 128.53

2.5% GO-PETN 129.18
5% GO-PETN 128.56
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4.2.5 Vapor pressure of pure PETN and GO-PETN micro-composites

Vapor pressure of pure PETN microcrystals and various GO-PETN micro-composites

were also conducted using a TGA. The vapor pressure was calculated by using the

Langmuir equation (Equation 2-36).128,129 The vaporization coefficient α is obtained

from benzoic acid as a standard material with α=60347 Pa·Kg0.5·mol0.5·  s-1·m-2. The

measured vapor pressure of each sample, at different temperatures, is shown in Table 4-3.

The results indicate that the vapor pressure increases with increasing temperature and the

vapor pressure for various GO-PETN micro-composites were obviously reduced

compared to pure PETN microcrystals at a given temperature. The vapor pressure of GO-

PETN micro-composites also decreases with increasing the concentration of the GO at all

temperatures.

Table 4-3. Vapor pressure of pure PETN and various GO-PETN micro-composites.

Temperature
(K)

Vapor pressure (Pa)
Pure

PETN
0.25% GO-

PETN
0.5% GO-

PETN
1% GO-
PETN

2.5% GO-
PETN

5% GO-
PETN

378 0.86±3% 0.81±3% 0.76±6% 0.68±4% 0.68±9% 0.63±1%
383 1.26±4% 1.26±1% 1.21±6% 1.08±3% 1.08±8% 0.96±4%
388 2.07±4% 2.12±1% 2.02±6% 1.85±4% 1.85±7% 1.65±7%
393 3.47±4% 3.49±1% 3.37±4% 3.16±5% 3.16±6% 2.83±8%
398 5.77±4% 5.83±1% 5.66±3% 5.31±7% 5.31±4% 4.73±6%
403 9.96±4% 9.83±2% 9.37±4% 8.70±13% 8.70±6% 7.72±8%
408 24.37±4% 19.61±12% 16.58±11% 13.97±4% 13.97±4% 12.64±8%

The relationship between vapor pressure and temperature is normally given as Antoine

equation 128:

= − (4 − 9)
where p is the vapor pressure, T is the absolute temperature,  A and B are constants.
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Fitting the data in Table 4-3 with equation (4-9), we can obtain the constants A and B

for the Antoine equation for all samples, as shown in Table 4-4. These two constants are

obtained in the temperatures range of 105 oC to 135 oC. When the temperature is higher

than 142 oC, the PETN melts and the vapor pressure of PETN will not be accurate using

these constants. But these constants could reasonably predict the vapor pressure of PETN

below 100 oC to room temperature. The vapor pressure of pure PETN micro-crystals at

25 oC is calculated as 5.35×10-6 Pa, which is higher than the literature value (2.26×10-6

Pa)128. This is because the pure PETN micro-crystals have higher surface area than the

large size PETN crystals in the literature.

Table 4-4. Constants A and B of the Antoine equation for pure PETN and various GO-PETN
micro-composites obtained in the temperatures range of 105 oC to 135 oC.

Pure
PETN

0.25%GO-
PETN

0.5%GO-
PETN

1%GO-
PETN

2.5%GO-
PETN

5%GO-
PETN

A 18.98 18.43 18.06 17.83 17.89 17.76
B 7227 7019 6882 6799 6829 6801

4.2.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, pure PETN micro-crystals and various GO-PETN micro-composites

were prepared by a solvent/non-solvent method. SEM images indicated the shape of pure

PETN micro-crystals is irregular; however, after introducing 0.5% or more GO, the

PETN formed regular microrods and some of these crystals are covered with GO sheets.

The DSC analysis showed that the PETN micro-crystals became more thermally stable

after doping with GO. Furthermore, the sublimation properties and vapor pressures of

pure PETN micro-crystals and various GO-PETN micro-composites were investigated

using a TGA. The results indicated that sublimation rates and vapor pressures for various

GO-PETN micro-composites were significant reduced compared to pure PETN
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microcrystals at temperatures ranging from 100 oC to 135 oC. And the decrease in the

sublimation rates and vapor pressures increases with increasing the doping concentration

of GO sheets at all temperatures.
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CHAPTER V

PREPARATION, CHARACTERIZATION AND APPLICATIONS OF

NANOSTRUCTURED NITROCELLULOSE FILMS

In this chapter, two techniques are developed to fabricate nanostructured pure

nitrocellulose (NC) or graphene oxide (GO)-NC films. First, a simple evaporating

method is developed to prepare nanostructured pure NC films. The morphology of NC

films can be controlled by the solvent and growth temperature. Using dimethylformamide

(DMF) at a growth temperature is 5 oC, reproducibly yielded spherical NC particles. The

final diameter of the prepared NC particles can be further tuned by concentration. In

comparison to the bulk NC film, nanostructured NC films with sub-micro spherical

particles have lower decomposition activation energy, a 350% increase in burn rate, and a

more complete combustion. Next, a simple mixing method is developed to prepare GO-

NC films. The highly nanoporous NC films can be prepared via introducing 0. 5% to 3%

GO. The NIR laser ignition and burning rate of NC films are obviously improved when

doped with 0.5% or more GO. The thermal analysis results also show the GO doped NC

films have higher activation energies of decomposition than pure NC films indicating a

higher thermal stability. Finally, the application of GO-NC films is investigated. The

high-quality and uniform 3D graphene networks and nitrogen doped 3D graphene

networks can be prepared through thermal decomposition and combustion of GO-NC

composites, respectively. The highly ordered 3D graphene networks and N-doped 3-D

graphene networks assemblies with tunable open porous morphologies and the pore size

can be effectively controlled by tuning the concentration of GO in the NC matrix at

original GO-NC composites.
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5.1 Preparation of sub-micron nitrocellulose particles for improved

combustion behavior192

5.1.1 Literature review on nitrocellulose

NC, also called cellulose nitrate, is obtained by the nitration of cellulose. The highly-

nitrated NC, with a nitrogen content of more than 12%, is an important energetic material

commonly used as a propellant or explosive.193 It is a leading material for propellant

formulations and has been used for well over a century.56,194-196 Therefore, it is important

to develop novel methods to prepare nano- or micro-scale NC materials to improve the

combustion behavior. Furthermore, the low-nitrated NC is an important industrial

polymer with wide-ranging applications in coatings, filtration and membranes for

immunoassays, enzyme immobilization, biosensors, and the isolation of proteins, RNA,

and DNA.197,198 By preparing nano- or micro-scale NC materials significantly increases

the surface area and broadens applications in separations, purification science and

biomedicine.199

To date, a series of techniques have been applied to fabricate micro- or nano-scale NC

materials, such as sol-gel methods,197 electrospinning,56 and solvent evaporation.198 For

microscale particles, Tanyolac et al. reported a modified solvent evaporation technique

that has promise for large-scale processes.198 This method requires a large amount of

surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulphate, and two other polymers (pluronic PE6800 and

polyvinyl alcohol) to aid in the formation of microparticles, as shown in Figure 5-1.

However, this method is limited to rather large particles (125 µm to 250 µm), and,

ultimately, was not deemed be suitable for synthesizing nanoparticles.
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Figure 5-1. SEM images of (A) a single magnetic NC microbead, (B) close-up view of the NC
microbead surface. Reprinted with permission from ref. 198. Copyright 2000 Elsevier B.V.

In this section, we show a simple method to prepare uniform submicron NC particles

by using solvent evaporation at a controlled temperature. The morphology of the NC

strongly depends on the growth temperature and solvent, where the particle size can be

tuned by concentration. The new method is more cost-effective and simpler than previous

methods of preparing micro- or nano- scale NC particles. Furthermore, thermal properties

and burn rates of prepared materials are studied by differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) and digital high-speed imaging, respectively. In comparison to the micro-scale NC

particles, the nano-sacle NC particles have lower decomposition activation energy, faster

burn rate, and more complete combustion.

5.1.2 Fabrication and characterization of nanostructured nitrocellulose films

Initially, we examined the effect of different solvents and temperatures for the

preparation of NC materials. As shown in Table 5-1 (Entries 1-12), four solvents,

including THF, MeOH, EtOH and DMF, and three temperatures, 5 oC, 25 oC and 45 oC,

were used to optimize the process. The solution concentration for all samples was 10

mg/mL. Figure 5-2 shows the typical morphology of the different NC samples as

observed by SEM. All samples prepared at 25 oC and 45 oC, regardless of solvent, were
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bulk materials and did not show any microstructure. For example, Figure 5-2(a) shows a

smooth surface structure of NC sample, which was made at 25 oC using DMF as solvent.

However, by decreasing the growth temperature to 5 oC, the morphology of the NC

materials changed significantly. Changing the solvent to THF at 5 oC, the NC sample

became rougher and formed pores, as shown in Figure 5-2(b). With DMF as a solvent,

the NC sample formed the sub-micron spheres, as shown in Figure 5-2(c) and 5-2(d).

Using MeOH or EtOH as a solvent produced continuous films similar to those in Figure

5-2(a).

Since DMF was observed to produce spherical particles, we next examined the effect

of NC concentrations (Table 5-1, Entries 10-14).  When the NC concentration was lower

(5 mg/mL and 10 mg/mL), we were able to produce sub micron particles at 5 oC, as

shown in Figure 5-2(c)-5-2(f) (note: there is no statical difference between the particle

sizes at these concentrations α=0.90). By increasing the NC concentration to 30 mg/mL,

the particles size increases to several micrometers, as shown in Figure 5-2(g) and 5-2(h).

The morphology of the different NC samples that were prepared in DMF was also

confirmed by AFM studies, as shown in Figure 5-3.

The statistic measurements of the particle size distribution (PSD) are plotted in Figure

5-4. For NC particles made from 5 mg/mL, the size ranged from 300-800 nm with > 85%

of the distribution at 400-600nm. For NC particles made at 10 mg/mL solution, the range

was 200-900 nm with > 75% of the distribution at 400-600nm. For NC particles made at

30 mg/mL solution, the range was 0.5-4 μm and with > 80% of the distribution at 1.5-2.5

μm. Therefore, through controlling the NC/DMF concentration, we can tune the NC

particle size from hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers.
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Table 5-1. Effect of different solvents, concentrations and temperatures for the preparation of NC
materials. Reprinted from ref. 192. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Entry Solvent
Concentration

(mg/mL)
Temperature

(oC)
Morphology

Particle
size

1 THF 10 5 Rough surface ―
2 THF 10 25 Smooth surface ―
3 THF 10 45 Smooth surface ―
4 MeOH 10 5 Smooth surface ―
5 MeOH 10 25 Smooth surface ―
6 MeOH 10 45 Smooth surface ―
7 EtOH 10 5 Smooth surface ―
8 EtOH 10 25 Smooth surface ―
9 EtOH 10 45 Smooth surface ―

10 DMF 10 5
Sub-micron

particles
200–900

nm

11 DMF 10 25 Smooth surface ―
12 DMF 10 45 Smooth surface ―

13 DMF 5 5
Sub-micron

particles
300–800

nm

14 DMF 30 5 Micron particles 0.5–4 μm

Figure 5-2. SEM images of the different NC materials, which were prepared (a) from 10 mg/mL
DMF solution at 25 oC, (b) from 10 mg/mL THF solution at 5 oC, (c) and (d) from 10 mg/mL
DMF solution at 5 oC, (e) and (f) from 5 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC, (g) and (h) from 30
mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC. Reprinted from ref. 192. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.
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Figure 5-3. AFM images of the different NC materials, which were prepared (a) from 10 mg/mL
DMF solution at 25 oC, (b) from 5 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC, (c) from 10 mg/mL DMF
solution at 5 oC, and (d) from 30 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC. Reprinted from ref. 192.
Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 5-4. The Particle size distribution (PSD) of the different NC materials, which were
prepared (a) from 5 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC , (b) from 10 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC, and
(c) from 30 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC. Reprinted from ref. 192. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

5.1.3 Thermal analysis of NC materials

Thermal analysis was conducted using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The

decomposition kinetics of the NC samples, which were prepared from 10 mg/mL DMF

solution at 25 oC, 5 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC, 10 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC, and

30 mg/mL DMF solution at 5 oC are analyzed by using Ozawa model (Equation 2-

34).56,123 Figure 5-5(a) shows the normalized DSC curves of the bulk NC sample that

was prepared from 10 mg/mL DMF solution at 25 oC at several heating rates. As shown

in Figure 5-5(b), the plots of the logarithm of heating rate (β) as a function of the

reciprocal of the peak temperature (Tm) are linear with R2 value greater than 0.995.

Activation energies for all the samples are obtained from the slopes of the lines. To verify
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the accuracy of the activation energy of decomposition, kinetic analysis is also conducted

by using the Kissinger model (Equation 18).122 According to this model, activation

energy is obtained from the slope of the plot of multiplied by the gas

constant.122 The activation energy obtained from both methods is presented in Figure 5-

5(c). Both methods produced similar activation energies of decomposition indicating a

consistency in the experimental results with the activation energy of decomposition of

NC decreasing with decreasing particle size. For the bulk NC film, the decomposition

activation energy is 170 KJ/mol; however, the decomposition activation energies of NC

samples measured in the size range of 0.5-4 μm, 200-900 nm and 300-800 nm are 165,

154 and 155 KJ/mol, respectively.

Figure 5-5. (a) DSC curves of bulk NC film at different heating rate; (b) Plot of ln β versus the
reciprocal of the peak temperature 1/Tm (Ozawa model) for bulk NC film and NC samples that
were constructed by 0.5-4 μm, 200-900 nm and 300-800 nm spheres; and (c) Plot of activation
energy of bulk NC film and NC samples that were constructed by 0.5-4 μm, 200-900 nm and
300-800 nm spheres. Reprinted from ref. 192. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

5.1.4 Burn rates of NC materials

The combustion reaction of NC films is a deflagration rather than a detonation. In

order to investigate the burn rates, we recorded the combustion processes using a digital

high speed camera as shown in Figure 5-6. In these experiments, all samples were

ignited directly using a CO2 laser. The flame can easily be observed by high speed
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imaging Figure 5-6 (a-d). The linear deflagration rates are summarized in Figure 5-6(e).

Compared to the burn rate of bulk NC films, burn rates of NC samples that were

constructed by this method have significant enhancement. The maximum burn rate was

obtained for 300-800 nm spheres was increased nearly 350% in comparison to bulk NC

film. As shown in Figure 5-6(a), the bulk NC film, there is a significant amount of

residue left on the substrate. A similar, post burn, residue is observed in the micron sized

particles, Figure 5-6(b).  In contrast, after burning, both the 300-800 nm sample and the

200-900 nm sample, there is almost no residue remaining, Figure 5-6(c,d). This

observation suggests that NC samples constructed by nano-scale spheres, visually, appear

to have a more complete combustion than bulk NC film. This significant enhancement of

the burn rates and combustion is most likely due to the increase of the specific surface

area, with decreasing particle size, allowing for more contact with atmospheric oxygen.

The specific surface area of the 300-800 nm spheres NC sample is about 16 times greater

than the 0.5-4 μm NC sample.

Figure 5-6. High speed IR camera images of combustion process of different NC films in
ambient conditions: (a) bulk NC film, (b) 0.5-4 μm spheres NC sample, (c) 200-900 nm spheres
NC sample, and (d) 300-800 nm spheres NC sample. (e) Comparison of the burn rates of different
NC films. Reprinted from ref. 192. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.
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5.1.5 Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a straightforward and simple method to prepare

sub-micron NC particles. The prepared NC particles have spherical shapes and the

particle size can be tuned primarily by controlling the solution concentration.

Furthermore, thermal properties and burn rates of the prepared NC materials were studied

by DSC and digital high-speed infrared camera, respectively. The results indicated the

sub-micron NC particles had a 350% increase in burn rate and a more complete

combustion.
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5.2 Improved laser initiation, combustion behavior and thermal stability

of nitrocellulose films via doping with graphene oxide200

5.2.1 Literature review on graphene oxide (GO)

Graphene oxide (GO), one of the most important graphene materials, has attracted lots

of attention due to it is a well-adopted precursor to synthesizing various graphene

material supported nano-composites.184,201-203 GO contains abundant oxygen-containing

groups bearing on the basal planes and edges to make it possess superior dispersion in

different organic solvents and water and promote other materials to form nano- or micro-

scale particles on its surface through chemical reactions or some affinities, such as

hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, and electrostatic interactions.203-211 GO has also been

used as a support to produce or control the highly porous polymer materials.212,213 For

example, Shen et al.212 reported that the polyacrylamide can be fabricated to highly

porous structures by introducing a little bit of GO. They attributed the formation of the

specific porous structure to the combination of GO sheets and N,N-

methylenebisacrylamide (BIS, crosslinker). Yang et al.213 reported GO can be used to

tune the porous structure of polystyrene (PS). They indicated the GO-PS porous materials

exhibited slightly higher cell density and smaller cell size compared with the pure PS

porous material due to the fact that GO sheets can act as heterogeneous nucleation agents.

Furthermore, GO could significantly improve the properties of some polymers through

forming the composites with these polymers. For example, the GO-polymer composites

always have more excellent mechanical reinforcement190 and higher glass transition

temperature (Tg) than the pure polymer materials.187 The development properties always
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were attributed to interactions between polymers and GO and nanoconfinement from two

or more GO layers.187,190,214 Therefore, it is significative to introduce GO into polymers

because of GO can not only be used to tune microstructures of polymers but also improve

the physical properties of polymers.

In this section, we demonstrate a simple method to fabricate highly nano-porous NC

films via introducing GO from 0.05% to 3% weight ratios. The direct IR laser ignition

and burn rate of the microfilms, as well as their thermal stability against decomposition,

are examined.

5.2.2 Characterization of highly nano-porous GO-NC films

The procedure for preparing GO-NC films was showed in Section 2.9. Figure 5-7

represents the different morphologies of the pure NC and GO-doped NC films as

observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

As shown in Figure 5-7(a), the pure NC film is continuous, smooth, and retains no

microstructures in the surface. However, after introducing GO, the morphologies of NC

films are changed. The NC film’s surfaces become rough when doped with 0.1% GO

(Figure 5-7(b)) and ultimately form highly porous networks after doping with 0.5% or

more GO (Figure 5-7(c)~5-7(e)). Although there are interconnected voids making the 0.5%

GO-NC films a porous network, the majority of the surface is NC and can still be

observed due to the low concentration of GO. In comparison to the 0.5% GO-doped NC,

the 1% GO-doped sample shows larger pores with diameters from 0.5 μm to 3 μm, which

is also confirmed by AFM studies, as shown in Figure 5-7(g). Uniform films could not

be fabricated at concentrations above 3% GO. The SEM image of as-produced GO is
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shown in Figure 5-7(f). The size of GO is ranging from 500nm~6μm, and the graphene

sheets looks wrinkled and curved.

Figure 5-7. SEM and AFM images of pure and GO doped NC films. SEM image of (a) pure NC
film, (b) 0.1%, (c) 0.5%, (d) 1%, and (e) 2% GO doped NC film; (f) SEM image of as-produced
GO; (g) AFM images of 1% GO doped NC film. Reprinted from ref. 200. Copyright 2013 AIP
Publishing.

5.2.3 IR laser initiation of highly nano-porous GO-NC films

Pure NC films do not be ignited with the highest fluence used in this study (~ 20

J/cm2). This is most likely due to the absence of significant absorbance for NC in the IR

region.  However, with the addition of GO, direct laser ignition is possible. The activation

energies of laser ignition of the microfilms are calculated using the Equation 2-41.

Figure 5-8(a) shows plots of the logarithm of the fluence corresponding to 50%

probability of successful ignition of the films with different doping concentrations versus

the inverse of the absolute temperature. The GO doped NC films cannot be ignited at the

lower temperature. As a result, there are only 100~180 oC range was presented in the

Figure 5-8(a). The graph shows an agreement with the Arrhenius behavior where straight

lines are obtained for all films. The fluence corresponding to 50% probability of

successful ignition is decreased with increasing the GO wt ratio in the films. These plots
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were used to calculate the activation energy for laser ignitions of all concentrations used

in this study according to Arrhenius equation. Figure 5-8(b) represents a plot of the

activation energy of ignition versus the GO concentration in the NC films.  The activation

energy of ignition decreases with increasing the GO concentration and reaches a constant

value at 0.5% and higher wt ratio. The fact that the temperature dependence of W0.5 can

be described by an Arrhenius expression indicates a thermally activated process may

contribute to the initiation mechanism.

We suggest this significant enhancement in laser ignition with addition of GO to NC is

a result of the fact that GO is a good Infrared (IR) absorber215,216 and the formation of

microstructure of NC. After doping 0.5% or more GO in NC, the films formed highly

porous network, the nanoscale NC can be ignited easier than bulk NC film.5 GO has also

been shown that owning the strong NIR optical absorption ability to generate local heat

under Near IR (NIR) laser irradiation.23,24 In heating the GO-NC films, the local heat

could rapidly ignite the NC fibers around GO.

Figure 5-8. (a) Arrhenius plots of the GO doped NC films; (b) The change in the activation
energy with the GO concentration. Reprinted from ref. 200. Copyright 2013 AIP Publishing.
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5.2.4 Burn rate of highly nano-porous GO-NC films

The reaction type of pure NC and GO-doped NC films is also a deflagration rather

than a detonation. Therefore, the burn rates can be investigated using digital high-speed

camera. The deflagration rates are shown in Figure 5-9. The addition of GO results in a

significant enhancement in burn rate compared to that of the pure NC films. The increase

in burn rate is roughly linearly proportional to the GO additive concentration from 0.05%

to 1.0% where it reaches a maximum value that is ~ 500 % larger than that of the pure

NC films. This significant enhancement in burn rates with the addition of GO cannot be

solely attributed to the presence of GO in the NC films since there is a significant

increase in surface area of NC films,  which has also been shown to increase burn rate.

Figure 5-9. Burn captured images of combustion process of pure NC films and GO-NC films at
atmosphere at room temperature: (a) Pure NC film; (b) 0.05% GO-NC film; (c) 0.5% GO-NC
film; (d) 1% GO-NC film. (e) The Burn rates of pure NC films and GO-NC films under
atmosphere. Reprinted from ref. 200. Copyright 2013 AIP Publishing.

5.2.5 Thermal analysis of highly nano-porous GO-NC films

Thermal analysis was also conducted using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

Decomposition kinetics of the pure NC and GO-doped NC films are also obtained by

using Ozawa model first.56,123 DSC data were fitted in Equation 2-34 and presented in

Figure 5-10(a). The plots of the logarithm of heating rate (β) as a function of the
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reciprocal of the peak temperature are linear with R2 value greater than 0.99. Activation

energies for all the samples are obtained from the slopes of the straight lines. Linearity of

the plots of all the GO doped and pure samples indicates that the reaction order of pure

and GO doped nitrocellulose was similar. This also indicates that GO did not

significantly change the decomposition mechanism of NC. To verify the accuracy of the

activation energy of decomposition, kinetic analysis is also conducted by using the

Kissinger model (Equation 2-18).122 Activation energy obtained from both methods is

presented in Figure 5-10(b). Both methods produced similar values of activation energies

of decomposition indicating a consistency in the experimental results.

As shown in Figure 5-10(b), the activation energy of decomposition of NC increases

rapidly with increasing the GO concentration in the films up to 0.5% then it linearly

increase with increasing the GO concentration up to 3%. Likely reason for this linear

correlation might be attributed to the homogenous dispersion of GO in NC films. The

enhanced thermal stability of GO doped NC is in agreement with the theoretically

predicted increase for 1:1 weight ratio of different explosives molecules, in activation

energy of decomposition. This is associated with increase in thermal stability of these

energetic materials when encapsulated between graphene layers due to charge transfer

from the energetic molecules to graphene, intermolecular hydrogen bonding, and the

significant nanoconfinement from the large two-dimensional graphene sheets.27
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Figure 5-10. (a) Plot of ln (β) versus the reciprocal of the peak temperature 1/Tm for pure NC and
GO-NC films; (b) Plot of activation energy of pure NC and GO-NC films versus GO
concentration. Reprinted from ref. 200. Copyright 2013 AIP Publishing.

5.2.6 Conclusion

In summary, the laser ignition and combustion behaviors of the GO doped NC films

have been studied by using a Nd:YAG laser  and digital high-speed imaging. The results

showed that the laser ignition and burning rates of NC films were obviously improved

when doped with 0.5% or more GO. The thermal analysis results also showed the GO

doped NC films have higher activation energies of decomposition than pure NC films

indicating a higher thermal stability.
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5.3 Large-Area Preparation of High-Quality and Uniform Three-

Dimensional Graphene Networks through Thermal Degradation of

Graphene Oxide-Nitrocellulose Composites

5.3.1 Literature review on Three-Dimensional Graphene Networks

Graphene, which is a one-atom thick sheet, has been widely applied in energy storage

and conversion, organic synthesis, catalysis, polymer fabrication, biomedicine, sensors

and micro-/nano-electronics due to its high electronic and thermal conductivities, great

mechanical strength, optical properties, and large theoretical specific surface

area.185,186,217-221 However, two-dimensional (2D) graphene sheets commonly aggregate

during processing in solution due to strong π-π interactions and Vander Waals forces

making uniform dispersion difficult.222,223 Aggregation of the graphene sheets reduces the

specific surface area, hinders the mass and electron transport, and can adversely affect the

thermal and mechanical properties of graphene based materials.223-225 Therefore, it is of

continuous interest to develop simple, practical, and effective methods to construct

graphene networks to avoid aggregation and take full advantage of graphenes intrinsic

physical and chemical properties. To date, a series of techniques have been applied to

fabricate the 3D graphene networks, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD),226-230

electrochemistry,224 chemical or thermal reduction of graphene oxide (GO) based

composites,231-239 self-assembly,240,241 lithographic patterning techniques,242 chemical-

etching,236 vacuum filtration,243 and nucleate boiling.244 Among these methods, CVD and

chemical or thermal reduction of GO based composites appear to be the most effective

methods for large-area preparation of high-quality and uniform 3D graphene networks.
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CVD is a popular microfabrication process widely used to produce high-purity and

large scale thin films. It has been commercially applied in the semiconductor industry,

such as preparing and modifying silicon based materials. It is also the dominant method

for producing carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes. CVD has been used for

producing 3D graphene networks using metal catalysts such as Cu, Au and Ni.226-230

However, the CVD process usually uses highly flammable gases for raw carbon sources,

and typically requires high processing temperatures. In addition, after depositing

graphene sheets on a template, extra steps are often required to remove the template. To

avoid the collapse of 3D structured graphene during the template etching, a thin layer of

polymer such as polydimethyl silonxane (PDMS) is often deposited to protect the

graphene sheets as a support.226 After etching, the polymeric residue can influence the

electrical and thermal properties of graphene.245,246 Therefore, the CVD process can be

high cost, complex and time-consuming for the preparation of 3D graphene networks.247

Chemical or thermal reduction of GO based composites is another popular technique

for preparation of 3D graphene networks.231-239 This technique requires constructing a

GO based composite, and then reducing the GO to produce 3D graphene networks. GO is

one of the most important functional graphene material.184,202,248 It is widely studied due

to the low-cost of preparation and is a well-adopted precursor to synthesis various

graphene based materials through high temperature thermal reduction,249 chemical

reagents reduction,250 or photothermal reduction.251 In contrast to pure graphene, which is

difficult to disperse,252 GO contains abundant oxygen-containing groups bearing on the

basal planes and edges making it possess superior dispersion in different organic solvents

and water.202,204 One challenge in making 3D graphene networks is that the chemical or
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thermal reduction of GO often causes collapse of the pore structure without the use of a

support (e.g. polymer or other dopant) which must be subsequently removed.222,223

203,206,207,209,211,231-239,253

In this section, we report a simple method to fabricate high-quality and uniform 3D

graphene networks through thermal degradation of GO-nitrocellulose (NC) composites

without the use of an additional support. GO is easily dispersed in NC matrix to form a

composite material. Unlike other polymers or small molecular compounds, which have

been used to construct graphene networks, NC can be rapidly, and fully, decomposed. In

addition, the reaction is exothermic simultaneously releasing heat to its surroundings

during the degradation. Through the thermal degradation of the GO-NC composites, the

heat generated from the decomposition of NC can be an efficient in-situ method to reduce

GO to graphene without additional supports.

5.3.2 The preparation and characterization of 3D graphene networks

Figure 5-11 represents the typical morphologies with various concentrations of GO

doped NC composites as observed by SEM. When introducing 1%, 2.5%, or 5% GO into

NC, the morphology of GO-NC composites are highly porous networks and the pore

sizes of these networks are in the range of hundreds nanometers to several micrometers,

Figure 5-11(a)~5-11(c). However, when mixing 10% GO into NC, the pore density is

significantly reduced, Figure 5-11(d). After heating the GO-NC composites at 500 oC for

5 min under a Helium (He) atmosphere, well-defined and interconnected highly porous 3-

D networks are obtained, Figure 5-11(e)~5-11(h). The morphology of these 3-D

networks is strongly dependent on the GO concentration in original GO-NC composite.

With low concentrations of GO (e.g., 1% and 2.5%), the pore sizes of 3D networks are
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several micrometers and the pore walls appear to be graphene sheets. Images of

individual sheets with AFM and TEM can be found in Figure 5-12 and 5-13.

Figure 5-11. SEM images of GO-NC composites and 3D-graphene networks. (a) GO-NC-1, (b)
GO-NC-2.5, (c) GO-NC-5, (d) GO-NC-10, (e) TMRGO-1, (f) TMRGO-2.5, (g) TMRGO-5, and
(h) TMRGO-10. Insert scale bar is 900 nm.

Figure 5-12. AFM images of graphene sheets from TMRGO networks. (a) TMRGO-1 and (b)
TMRGO-5.

Figure 5-13. TEM images of graphene sheets from TMRGO networks. (a) TMRGO-1 and (b)
TMRGO-2.5.
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With higher concentrations of GO (e.g., 5% and 10%), the pore size distribution is in

the range of hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers, while the number of pores is

reduced significantly. These results indicate that at high GO concentrations, there may be

aggregation in the GO-NC composites. In order to simplify the description, we define

1%, 2.5%, 5% and 10% GO-NC composites as GO-NC-1, GO-NC-2.5, GO-NC-5 and

GO-NC-10, respectively; we also define different 3D graphene networks from thermal

degradation as TMRGO-1, TMRGO-2.5, TMRGO-5 and TMRGO-10, with the final

number indicating the amount of GO added.

In order to determine the chemical nature of the graphene network post reduction, X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out to evaluate the composition and

chemical bonding of the 3D graphene networks. As seen in Table 5-2, the thermal

treatment reduces both the pure GO and the GO-NC-1 composite leaving 4.3% oxygen

remaining in the thermally reduced GO (TMRGO) and 3.0% oxygen remaining the

thermally reduced GO-NC-1 (TMRGO-1). In the pure NC film and GO-NC-1, the N

atomic composition is 8.5% and 6.5%, respectively. However, there is no observable

nitrogen in the TMRGO-1 sample, which indicates NC is completely degraded after

heating.

Table 5-2. Relative atomic percent composition of GO, NC, GO-NC-1, TMRGO-1, and TMRGO.

Sample C atomic % O atomic % N atomic %

GO 75.1 24.9 NA

NC 45.2 45.3 8.5

GO-NC-1 49.9 42.1 6.5

TMRGO-1 97.0 3.0 NA

TMRGO 95.2 4.3 NA
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The XPS carbon and oxygen elemental spectra of pure GO, pure NC film, GO-NC-1,

TMRGO-1, and TMRGO are shown in Figure 5-14, and can help elucidate the

differences in morphology from thermally treated GO and thermally treated GO-NC-1 as

well as to understand any chemical differences between GO and GO from nitrocellulose,

To compensate for charging, all spectra were shifted to a C-C bonding of 284.6 eV.  As

shown in Figure 5-14 (a), the C1s peak for pure GO contains C-OH and C=O functional

groups at the bonding energies of 286.5 and 288.1 eV respectively,254,255 as well as the C-

C bonding of 284.6 eV. The pure NC and GO-NC-1 films show the C-OH and C-O-NO2

C1s bonding peaks located at 286.9 and 288.3 eV, respectively. However, after heat

treatment the C1s spectrum in TMRGO-1 is almost pure C-C bonds, and contains a very

small peak at 286.5 eV, which can be assigned to residual C-OH bonds.254,255 This

bonding state change of the C1s suggests that most of the oxygen containing groups in

original GO sheets are reduced after heating the GO-NC-1 composite, and this is

consistent with the change in overall atomic composition. There is no 288.1 eV peak,

which indicates all C-O-NO2 groups are degraded during the heating, again consistent

with the overall composition change. The C1s spectrum in TMRGO also has a small peak

at 286.4 eV, which is likely within the uncertainty of C-OH group bonding, and is thus

consistent with TMRGO-1.
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Figure 5-14. XPS spectra of GO, NC, GO-NC-1, TMRGO-1, and TMRGO. (a) C1s spectra and
(b) O1s spectra.

As shown in Figure 5-14(b), the O1s peaks are consistent with the carbon peaks in

showing the reduction of GO through heating.  Pure GO contains C=O and C-OH groups

located at 531.0 eV and 532.7 eV, respectively.254 The O1s peak in the pure NC film and

GO-NC-1 is located at 533.5 eV and represents the O-NO2 groups. The O1s spectrum in

TMRGO-1 has some mixed bonding states in the ~3% of atomic oxygen remaining in the

sample. The peak at 530.6 eV is characteristic of C=O groups which has been observed in

reduced graphene oxide.37 The peak at 533.0 eV is assigned for the C-OH groups.254
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These results also indicate most C=O and C-OH groups on original GO sheets are

reduced during heating the GO-NC-1 composite. Furthermore, no peak is observed at

533.5 eV, which also indicates that all O-NO2 groups were decomposed. The O1s

spectrum in TMRGO also has two small peaks at 530.6 and 533.0 eV, which is similar

with TMRGO-1 and also support the conclusion that TMRGO-1 is RGO. Overall, the

XPS results clearly demonstrated that thermal degradation of GO-NC composites can

produce high-quality 3D-graphene networks.

We further investigated the quality of the 3D-graphene network using Raman spectra

and thermogravmetric analysis (TGA). The relative intensity of D bands and G band

(ID/IG) in the Raman spectra for graphene materials reveals the electronic conjugation

state.256,257 As shown in Figure 5-15(a), the Raman spectra show that the ratio of ID/IG

increased from 0.85 (GO) to 1.14 (TMRGO-1) indicating that GO was reduced during

thermal treatment.256,257 The TGA curves of the pure GO, GO-NC-1 and TMRGO-1 are in

Figure 5-15(b). Under dry-air as a purge gas, pure GO exhibits two onsets for mass loss

at 230 and 420 °C, which are attributed to the decomposition of oxygen containing

groups and combustion of graphene sheets, respectively;249 the GO-NC-1 shows just one

mass loss at 200 °C, which is attributed to the decomposition of NC. Subsequent

experiments on TMRGO showed a single mass loss at 500 °C indicating the reduced

sample is thermally stable up to this temperature and did not contain any residual NC.

TGA experiments were also performed under a He environment. Pure GO shows one

mass loss at 230 °C attributed to the reduction step becoming RGO which is thermally

stable up to at least 1000 °C. The TMRGO-1 is thermal stable under He up to 1000 °C,

which indicates TMRGO-1 is high-quality RGO.
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Figure 5-15. (a) Raman spectra of GO and TMRGO-1 and (b) TGA curves of GO, GO-NC-1 and
TMRGO-1 in He gas and air.

5.3.3 Conclusions

We have demonstrated a simple method to fabricate high-quality and uniform 3D

graphene networks through direct thermal degradation of GO-NC composites. The 3D

network assemblies have an open porous morphologies and the pore size and distribution

can be effectively controlled by adjusting the concentration of GO in the NC matrix. The

original GO-NC composites are flexible and can be fabricated to the different shapes, as

shown in Figure 5-16(a)~5-16(d); after heating, the shape and size of the 3D networks

did not change significantly, Figure 5-16(e). It is noteworthy to point out that GO-NC

composites can be prepared on different substrates, such indium tin oxide (ITO), various

metals, glass, silicon wafers and even mica. After thermal degradation of the GO-NC

composites on these substrates, the 3-D graphene networks are still attached to the

substrate allowing for further study, Figure 5-16(f). the thickness of the 3-D networks

can be adjusted by changing the thickness of the original GO-NC foams. Therefore, our

facile preparation of highly ordered 3D graphene networks may find utility various

applications, such as biological scaffold, energy storage/conversion, supporting

frameworks of catalyst, and sensors.185,186,218,220,258,259
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Figure 5-16. Optical images of GO-NC-1 and TMRGO-1 networks. (a) ,(b), (c) and (d) Original
GO-NC-1 composites, (e) TMRGO-1 networks, and (f) TMRGO-1 on ITO/glass (square) and
copper (cycle) substrates.
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5.4 Large-area preparation of high-quality and uniform nitrogen-doped

three-dimensional graphene networks through combustion of graphene

oxide-nitrocellulose composites

5.4.1 Literature review on nitrogen-doped graphene

The preparation of nitrogen-doped graphene (NG) has received vast attention in recent

years because that introducing nitrogen into carbon lattice of graphene can obviously

modulate the electron donor or acceptor properties intrinsically of graphene and improve

the chemical functionality and electrical properties of graphene, such as the specific

capacitance and cycle ability.255,260-265 For example, NGs exhibited higher efficient

electrocatalytic activity for the oxygen reduction reaction than graphene and has the

possibility to replace expensive heavy metals-based catalysts to fabricate metal-freed fuel

cells.266 Currently, there are mainly two methods were developed to prepare NGs,

including chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 267-269 and chemical treatment of

graphene/GO.

CVD is a popular method widely used to produce high-purity and large scale carbon

nanofibers, carbon nanotubes, and graphene. It has also been used for producing NG

using metal catalysts such as Cu and Ni. Different with the preparation of graphene, the

carbon source gas need to be mixed with a nitrogen-containing gas such as ammonia and

pyridine when preparing NGs using CVD. For example, Wei et al. reported that the NG

can be synthesized by using CH4 as C source and NH3 as N source.267 The CVD process

was performed at 800 oC and used a 25 nm Cu film on a Si substrate as the catalyst. The

doping concentration of nitrogen on graphene could be adjusted via controlling the ratio
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of CH4 and NH3. When 60 sccm CH4 and 60 sccm NH3 were introduced into the flow, the

atomic percentage of N in the sample is about 8.9 %. When the ratio of NH3 to CH4 was

decreased to 1:2 and 1:4, the N content was reduced to 3.2 and 1.2 %, respectively. Qu et

al. have also used CH4 as C source and NH3 as N source to synthesize NG, but they run

the process at 1000 oC and used a 300 nm Ni film on a SiO2/Si substrate as the catalyst.266

Apart from the gas mixture, liquid organic materials (such as acetonitrile270 and

pyridine269) and even solid organic materials (such as 1,3,5-triazine271) have also been

used as C source and N source to prepare NGs. For example, Jin et al. indicated that NGs

with around 2.4 % nitrogen doping concentration can be prepared via using a CVD

process with pyridine as the sole source of both C and N, the copper foil as the catalyst,

and 1000 oC as reaction temperature.269 Lu et al. reported that NGs can be synthesized

using 1,3,5-triazine as the sole source of both C and N and a Cu foil as a catalyst.271 They

also showed the doping concentration of nitrogen on graphene could be adjusted via

controlling growth temperature. Although the CVD method can be used to synthesize

high-purity and large scale NGs, the manufacturing facility is high cost and procedures

are complex and time-consuming.

Another popular method widely used to prepare NGs is chemical treatment of

graphene/GO. On the one hand, NGs can be synthesized via directly modifying

graphene.272-274 There are main two ways: plasma and thermally treat graphene with some

nitrogen rich compounds, such as nitrogen273,274 and ammonia272. The graphene can be

chemically synthesized272,273 or mechanically exfoliated graphene272. For example, Wang

et al. synthesized N-doped graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) through high-power electrical

joule heat GNRs in ammonia gas.264 Wang et al. prepared NGs through nitrogen plasma
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treatment of graphene-chitosan composite.274 Moon et al. synthesized N-doped graphene

quantum sheets from monolayer graphene by nitrogen plasma.273 Lin et al. synthesized

N-doped graphene by ammonia plasma.272 On the other hand, NGs can be synthesized via

plasma or thermally treat GO with some nitrogen rich compounds, such as nitrogen,275

ammonia (NH3),
276,277 hydrazine hydrate (N2H4),

277 pyrrole,278 urea,279 and melamine280.

For example, Zhao et al. have prepared N-doped 3D graphene networks via a two steps

thermal treatment method.278 First, they hydrothermally treated GO aqueous suspension

mixed with 5 vol % pyrrole at 180 oC for 12 h to produce a nitrogen-containing gel. Then

they freeze-dried the gel and annealed it at 1050 oC for 3 h under Ar atmosphere to

synthesize N-doped 3D graphene networks. They indicated the mechanism that pyrrole

can be used to prepare NGs because of the conjugated structure and electron-rich N atom

of pyrrole can make it attach to the surfaces and galleries of GO sheets through

hydrogen-bonding and  π-π interactions. When thermally treat the GO-pyrrole composite,

pyrrole can be used as a nitrogen source to modify graphene sheets.278 Sun et al. have

prepared NGs with the nitrogen content as high as 10.13 % via hydrothermally treated

GO and urea.279 Li et al. prepared NGs with the nitrogen doping level up to 5 % through

thermally treating GO with ammonia at 900 oC.276 Sheng et al. synthesized NGs via

thermal annealing GO with melamine .280 Jeong et al. prepared NGs via a three steps

plasma and thermal treatment method. 275 First, the GO was reduced by a hydrogen

plasma process; then the nitrogen plasma was used to introduce nitrogen on graphene

sheets; finally, the samples were annealed at 300 oC for 3 h to remove residual functional

groups on the NG surface.
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Combustion synthesis, also called self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS),

is a highly effective, low-cost, and simple method for produce various nano-materials.281-

283 The use of combustion can also provide a high temperature environment to reduce GO

to graphene; however, there is no work about the preparation of graphene or NGs using

combustion synthesis as far as we know. Herein, we demonstrate a combustion method to

prepare high-quality and uniform N-doped 3D graphene networks through combustion of

GO-NC composites over a large area. NC is a low-cost industrial polymer and is also an

important energetic material.196,284 The combustion of NC can provide a flame

temperature higher than 1000 oC and the burning of NC is fast and complete.

Furthermore, GO can be easily dispersed in NC matrix to form a composite material and

the rich nitrogen in NC make it can be as a nitrogen source to react with GO at a high

temperature to prepare NGs.

5.4.2 The preparation and characterization of nitrogen-doped 3D graphene

networks

There were also four different GO-NC composites used in this section, including GO-

NC-1, GO-NC-2.5, GO-NC-5 and GO-NC-10. The typical morphologies of these four

GO-NC composites were also showed in Figure 5-11(a)-(d) in Section 5.3.2. After

burning these GO-NC composites under the ambient environments, black films can be

obtained. The shape and thickness of black films can also be adjusted by tuning the shape

and thickness of original GO-NC composites, as shown in Figure 5-17. Here, we define

the different residues from burning GO-NC-1, GO-NC-2.5, GO-NC-5 and GO-NC-10 as

BMRGO-1, BMRGO-2.5, BMRGO-5 and BMRGO-10, respectively.
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As shown in Figure 5-18, BMRGOs are also well-defined and interconnected highly

porous networks. Same as TMRGO networks, the morphology of BMRGO networks also

strongly depend on CGO in original GO-NC composites. When CGO was 1% and 2.5%, the

networks are highly porous and the pore sizes are several micrometers; however, when

CGO was 5% and 10%, the pore densities of the prepared networks are reduced obviously.

The BMRGO networks were also constructed by graphene sheets. The statistical

measurements of AFM exhibited that the BMRGO-1 and BMRGO-2.5 were constructed

by monolayer or few layers graphene sheets, as shown in Figure 5-19(a) and 5-19(b);

however, the BMRGO-5 and BMRGO-10 were constructed by multi-layers graphene

sheets, as shown in Figure 5-19(c) and 5-19(d). The aggregation of graphene sheets

were obviously observed in BMRGO-5 and BMRGO-10 networks. This results also

indicated that the dispersion of GO in NC matrix is not good when the NC doping

concentration is higher than 5%. In comparison to the BMRGO networks made from low

NC doping concentration (1% and 2.5%), the specific surface area of the BMRGO

networks made from high NC doping concentration (5% and 10%) would be reduced

obviously. The TEM images also demonstrate graphene sheets aggregated when the GO

doping concentration is higher than 5%, as shown in Figure 5-20.
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Figure 5-17. Optical images of GO-NC composites and BMRGO networks. (a) ,(b), (c) and (e)
Original GO-NC composites, (d) and (f) TMRGO-1 network, (g) , (h) and (k) original GO-NC
composites before, during and after burning, respectively.

Figure 5-18. SEM images of BMRGO networks. (a) TMRGO-1, (b) TMRGO-2.5, (c) TMRGO-5,
and (d) TMRGO-10. Insert bar in the insert pictures is 900 nm.
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Figure 5-19. AFM images of graphene sheets from BMRGO networks. (a) BMRGO-1, (b)
BMRGO-2.5, (c) BMRGO-5, and (d) BMRGO-10.

Figure 5-20. TEM images of graphene sheets from BMRGO networks. (a) BMRGO-1, (b)
BMRGO-2.5, (c) BMRGO-5, and (d) BMRGO-10.

In order to determine the chemical nature of prepared graphene networks post reduction, XPS

was also carried out to evaluate the composition and chemical bonding of these graphene

networks. As shown in Table 5-2 in the Section 5.3.2 and Table 5-3, in GO powders, pure

NC film GO-NC-1, and GO-NC-5, the C atomic composition is 75.1%, 45.2%, 49.9%,
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and 57.4%; the O atomic composition is 24.9% 45.3%, 42.1%, and 36.7%; the N atomic

composition is 0%, 8.5%, 6.5%, and 5.6%, respectively. After burning, the C atomic

composition was increased to 79.0 % and 78.2% in the BMRGO-1 and BMRGO-5,

respectively; however, the O and N atomic compositions were reduced to 13.3% and 2.8%

in the BMRGO-1, and 14.7% and 2.7% in the BMRGO-5, as shown in Table 5-3. SEM,

AFM, and TEM measurements have indicated the BMRGO-1 and BMRGO-5 were

constructed by graphene sheets. If there is no NC residue on BMRGO-1 and BMRGO-5,

the nitrogen maybe doped into the graphene sheets to form NGs during the combustion of

GO-NC composites.

Table 5-3. Relative atomic percent composition of BMRGOs.

Sample C atomic % O atomic % N atomic %

GO-NC-5 57.4 36.7 5.6

BMRGO-1 79.0 13.3 2.8

BMRGO-5 78.2 14.7 2.7

The N1s XPS spectra of pure NC film, GO-NC-1, GO-NC-5, BMRGO-1, and

BMRGO-5 are shown in Figure 5-21(a). The N1s peaks in pure NC film, GO-NC-1, and

GO-NC-5 located at a bonding energy of 404.4 and 407.7 eV are characteristic of the O-

NO2 groups;285 however, the N1s peaks in BMRGO-1 and BMRGO-5 located at a

bonding energy of 398.9 and 400.7 eV. The lower banding energy corresponds to the

reduced form of nitrogen and is characteristic of the N-H, C-N, or C=N. In the N-doped

graphene, these peaks are always assigned to pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, and quaternary

N.255 This result indicates all O-NO2 group in NC was decomposed during the burning

and just little amount of reduced nitrogen was introduced into the residues.
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The C1s and O1s XPS spectra of pure GO powders, pure NC film, GO-NC-1,

BMRGO-1, and BMRGO-5 are shown in Figure 5-21(b) and 5-21(c). The C1s peak in

pure GO located at 284.6 eV is characteristic of the C-C and C-H and the peaks in 286.5

and 288.1 eV are assigned for the C-OH and C=O groups, respectively.254,255 The pure

NC film and GO-NC-1 show the C-OH and C-O-NO2 C1s bonding peaks located at

286.9 and 288.3 eV, respectively. However, after burning GO-NC-1, the C1s spectrum in

BMRGO-1is almost pure C-C bonds (284.6 eV), and contains a very small peak at 286.5

eV, which can be assigned to residual C-OH bonds. When RGO is doped with nitrogen, a

new small peak at around 287.5 eV will be observed.255,262,267,268,272,277,279,280 This small

peak always reflect the different bonding structure of the C-N bonds.267 The C1s

spectrum in BMRGO-1 has a peak at 287.8 eV, which indicates that the nitrogen is

successfully doped in the graphene sheets after burning of the GO-NC-1. Previous studies

also reported that N-doped GO has a new small peak at ~289 eV compared to

RGO.255,262,267,268,272,279,280 This new peak is ascribed to the physisorbed oxygen on the

graphene sheets. The C1s spectrum in BMRGO-1 has a small peak at 289.7 eV. This

result also indicates that the nitrogen doping occurs in the graphene sheets after burning

of the GO-NC-1. There is no 288.1 eV peak, which indicates all C-O-NO2 groups are

degraded during the burning, again consistent with the overall composition change. The

C1s peak in BMRGO-5 is similar as in BMRGO-1. Therefore, the nitrogen is also doped

in the graphene sheets after burning GO-NC-5 composite.

The O1s spectrum in pure GO contains C=O and C-OH groups located at 531.0 eV

and 532.7 eV, respectively. The O1s peak in the pure NC film, GO-NC-1, and GO-NC-5

is located at 533.5 eV and represents the O-NO2 groups. After burning GO-NC-1, the
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O1s spectrum in BMRGO-1 has two small peaks at 530.6 and 533.9 eV, which are

characteristic of some new chemical species that are obtained from the C=O or C-OH

groups.242,243 These results also indicate some C=O and C-OH groups on original GO

sheets are reduced during burning the GO-NC-1 composite. The O1s spectrum in

BMRGO-5 has two small peaks at 530.6 and 532.6 eV, which is similar with BMRGO-1

and also support the conclusion that BMRGO-5 is reduced GO. The atomic ratio of

carbon to oxygen in BMRGO-1 and BMRGO-5 is 79.0:13.3 and 78.2:14.7, respectively.

Therefore, during burning GO-NC composites, most functional groups C=O and C-OH

on original GO sheets are transferred to some new chemical species that contain oxygen

and some of them were reduced to C=C or C-N bonds. All in all, the XPS results clearly

demonstrated that burning of GO-NC composites can prepare nitrogen-doped 3D-

graphene networks, but the degree of GO reduction is lower than thermal decomposition

of GO-NC composites.
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Figure 5. XPS spectra of GO, NC, GO-NC-1, GO-NC-5, BMRGO-1, and BMRGO-5. (a) N1s
spectra, (b) C1s spectra, and (c) O1s spectra.

As shown in Figure 5-22(a), the TGA curve of BMRGO-1 indicates this material is

thermal stable up to 400 °C at He protection. Therefore, the nitrogen atoms have formed

chemical bonds with carbon into the BMRGO frameworks, not was absorbed on the

graphene surface as organic small molecules or gas. The weight loss starts at 400 °C and
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end at 800 °C is about 12% due to the decomposition of the oxygen containing groups

and nitrogen containing group. Under the air atmosphere, the BMRGO-1 shows a mass

loss starting at 250 °C, which has a much lower thermal stability compared to the

TMRGO-1 due to the reduction degree of GO in BMRGOs is less in the TMRGO-1.

However, the starting decomposition temperature of TMRGO-1 (250 °C) is higher than

the starting decomposition temperature of GO (230 °C) and GO-NC-1 (200 °C), which

indicates the BMRGO-1 is more thermally stable than GO and does not contain any

residual NC. As shown in Figure 5-22(b), the G/D ratio in the Raman spectrum of

BMRGO-1 is 1.02, which is higher than in GO (0.84) but lower than in TMRGO-1 (1.14).

The Raman result also indicates that during the burning of the GO-NC-1, the GO is

reduced but the reduction degree of GO in BMRGO-1 is less in the TMRGO-1.

Figure 5-22. TGA curves (a) and Raman spectrum (b) of BMRGO-1.

5.4.3 Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated a simple method to large-area fabricates high-

quality and uniform N-doped 3-D graphene networks through combustion of the GO-NC

composites. The highly ordered N-doped 3-D graphene networks assemblies with tunable

open porous morphologies and the pore size can be effectively controlled by tuning the
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concentration of GO in the NC matrix at original GO-NC composites. The doping

concentration of nitrogen on graphene is around 2.8%. Furthermore, the shape and size of

the N-doped 3-D graphene networks can be adjusted through tuning the shape and size of

original GO-NC composites. The N-doped 3-D graphene networks can also be prepared

on different substrates, such indium tin oxide (ITO), metals, glass, silicon wafers and

mica papers, through depositing and burning original GO-NC composites on these

substrates. This is a simple method to obtain the N-doped 3-D graphene network

modified electrode or substrates. Therefore, highly ordered N-doped graphene networks

prepared by this facile method may also find utility various applications, including

energy storage and conversion, catalyst, and sensors.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

6.1 Conclusion

In conclusion, there are several techniques have been successfully developed to

fabricate micro- or nano-scale organic energetic materials (OEMs) presented in this

dissertation. The thermal stability, burn rate, and laser ignition properties of some

prepared micro- or nano-scale OEMs have also been investigated. In addition, the

prepared highly nanoporous GO-NC films have been used to synthesize 3D graphene

networks and nitrogen-doped (N-doped) 3D graphene networks.

In chapter III, we developed two novel techniques, adhesive reagent assisted lift-off

lithography and tip induced crystallization lithography (TICL), to pattern OEM thin films.

For the adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography, an adhesive agent was coated on a

PDMS stamp to increase the adhesion force between the stamp and the organic thin film.

In comparison to traditional lift-off lithography techniques, the adhesive reagent assisted

lift-off lithography didn’t require high contact pressures or external heating, potentially

allowing for patterning of a wide range of thermally sensitive compounds. The TICL

technique depended on coating an amorphous organic thin film on a substrate and then

inducing crystallization of the thin film using an AFM tip. After removing the non-

crystalline materials from the substrate, the organic crystal arrays can be obtained on the

substrate. In this chapter, PETN was used as a model molecular to develop these two

techniques. In order to expand applications of these two novel techniques, we also

explored the patterning of other organic chemicals.
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In chapter IV, two novel techniques have been developed to manipulate the crystal

structure of PETN. Firstly, we investigated the fabrication of PETN thin films through

spin coating. The crystalline structure of PETN is found to have a strong dependence on

the size of non-crystalline PETN particles in amorphous thin films. The non-crystalline

PETN particles can be controlled by adjusting the spin coater rotational speed and

solution concentration. We have also set up a model to describe the relationship between

the non-crystalline particle size, spin coater rotational speed and solution concentration.

Secondly, we indicated that GO can be used to manipulate the crystalline structure of

PETN. The irregular PETN micro-crystals can be fabricated by using a solvent/non-

solvent method; however, after introducing 0.5% or more GO, the PETN formed regular

microrods. In comparison to pure PETN micro-crystals, GO-PETN micro-composites

have higher thermal stability and slower sublimation rate and vapor pressure at

temperatures ranging from 105 oC to 135 oC.

In chapter V, nanostructured pure NC and GO-NC films have been fabricated via

using an evaporating method and a mixing method, respectively. The morphology of pure

NC films can be controlled by the solvent and growth temperature. Using

dimethylformamide (DMF) at a growth temperature was 5 oC, reproducibly yielded

spherical NC particles. And the final diameter of the prepared NC particles can be further

tuned by concentration. The highly nanoporous NC films can be prepared via introducing

0.5% to 3% GO. In comparison to the bulk NC film, the pure NC films with sub-micro

spherical particles and nanoporous GO-NC films have faster burn rate. The thermal

stability and NIR laser ignition properties of NC films have also been obviously

improved when doped with 0.5% or more GO. Furthermore, the high-quality and uniform
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3D graphene networks and N-doped 3D graphene networks can be prepared through

thermal decomposition and combustion of GO-NC composites, respectively.

6.2 Future works

6.2.1 Manipulating the crystalline structure of organic materials on substrates using

the adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography

Previous works have shown that PETN always form dendritic or island crystals on

substrates.100,101,165 Zhang et al. have indicated that the crystalline structures of PETN can

be controlled by tuning the vapor deposition rate during the high vaccum thermal

evaporation.101 More details about this work we have shown in Section 1.3.2.5. We have

also shown the crystalline structures of PETN can be controlled by using the TICL

technique in Section 3.2 or spin coating in Section 4.1. We have observed the adhesive

reagent assisted lift-off lithography can be used to manipulate the crystalline structure of

PETN. The crystalline structure of PETN strongly depends on the void size in the PDMS

stamp. As shown in Figure 6-1, when the void size was 30 μm, the PETN formed island

crystals on the substrate after patterning; however, when the void size was increased to

200 μm, the PETN formed dendritic crystals on the substrate after patterning. The future

work in this study includes: (1) designing and fabricating PDMS stamps with different

void sizes; (2) investigating the effect of void size in the PDMS stamp on the crystalline

structure of PETN; (3) understanding the mechanism that the formation of different

PETN crystalline structures by using the adhesive reagent assisted lift-off lithography. In

addition, the effects of feature size in the PDMS stamp, thin film thickness, and substrate

surface energy on the formation of different PETN crystalline structures should be

examined in the future.
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Figure 6-1. (a) Experimental procedures for patterning PETN crystals using the adhesive reagent
assisted lift-off lithography. AFM images of (b) PETN island crystals and (c) PETN dendritic
crystals on Cu substrates.

6.2.2 Further development of the TICL technique

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the preparation of uniform large-area organic crystal

arrays on substrates and controlling their shapes, morphologies, sizes, and densities plays

an important role in material sciences, such as producing high-quality organic thin film

based semiconductors, solar cells, field-effect transistors (FETs), light-emitting diodes

and promoting the sensitivity of chemical and biological sensors.75,81,155 Bao et al. have

shown that patterning organic single-crystal arrays can be used for fabricating high-

quality FETs.73 Thus, one important future work in this study is patterning organic single-

crystal arrays using the TICL technique. We have shown the isolated PETN island

crystals can be obtained by adjusting the scanning features in Section 3.2. We also

observed that a PETN island crystal can be prepared on the substrate when the scanning
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feature size was less than the non-crystalline PETN droplet size, as shown in Figure 6-2.

If the prepared PETN island crystal was single-crystal, then the PETN single-crystal

arrays can be patterned via using tip arrays.103-106 The future work in this study contains:

(1) checking if the prepared PETN island crystal is single-crystal; (2) if the PETN island

crystal is single-crystal, developing a tip array based technique to pattern PETN single-

crystal arrays; (3) expanding the application of the tip array based technique to other

organic chemicals, especially organic semiconductor materials, and then examined the

properties of the patterned organic single-crystal arrays.

The orientation of organic crystals also influences their properties.158 Therefore,

another important future work for the TICL technique is controlling the orientation of

patterned organic crystals. There are several impact factors, including substrate

temperature, tip temperature, substrate surface energy, surface air flow, and film

thickness, need to be investigated.  Other future works include: (1) patterning polymers,

peptides, proteins, DNA, etc. using the TICL technique; and (2) understanding the

mechanism of nucleation and crystal growth of amorphous organic thin films.

Figure 6-2. The optical and AFM images of a PETN island crystal on Au substrate.
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6.2.3 Preparation of high aspect ratio organic crystals using dip coating

In section 4.1, we have demonstrated that spin coating technique can be used for the

fabrication of OEMs because of this technique does not require external heating and high

pressure. Dip coating is another popular thin film coating technique and also does not

require external heating and high pressure during process. Thus this technique can also be

used for manipulating the crystalline structure of OEMs. But so far there were not

detailed studies on the effects of dip coating parameters on the crystalline structure of

OEMs. We found the high aspect ratio PETN micro-crystals can be fabricated by using

dip coating, as shown in Figure 6-3. This is the first time that obtaining high aspect ratio

PETN micro-crystals on substrates as far as we know. The future work in this study

includes: (1) investigating the solution concentration, solvent, dip coating speed, and

deep coating times on the formation of PETN crystalline structure; (2) controlling the

aspect ratio of PETN micro-crystals; (3) understanding the formation mechanism of high

aspect ratio PETN micro-crystals on substrates by using dip coating; (3) coating other

organic material micro-crystals with high aspect ratio via using dip coating.

Figure 6-3. The AFM image of high aspect ratio PETN micro-crystals on Au substrate.
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6.2.4 The applications of 3D graphene networks and N-doped 3D graphene

networks that prepared from GO-NC composites

As mentioned in Section 5.3 and 5.4, graphene and NG have been widely applied in

energy storage and conversion, organic synthesis, catalysis, polymer fabrication,

biomedicine, sensors and micro-/nano-electronics due to their high electronic and thermal

conductivities, great mechanical strength, optical properties, and large theoretical specific

surface area.185,186,218,220,221,255,258,259,263,274,280 For catalysis yield, graphene and NG have

been shown to aid in the dispersion of catalysts in reaction systems by forming

nanoparticles on the graphene surfaces.255,286-291 In comparison to the original catalyst,

the graphene or NG based nanocomposites have higher catalytic efficiency. For example,

graphene-supported Pd nanoparticles showed higher activity for the Suzuki reaction

compared to the conventional Pd catalysts.287 Graphene decorated with PtAu alloy

nanoparticles had higher electrocatalytic activity and stability than other analogous

catalysts like PtAu/CB and Etek-Pt/C for formic acid oxidation.288 The Au-Pd bimetallic

nanoparticles combined with graphene indicated a superior catalytic activity in TMB

oxidation in comparison to the monometallic counterparts.289 Graphene-supported

ruthenium (Ru) or rhodium (Rh) metal nanoparticles indicated the highly catalytic

activity for the hydrogenation of cyclohexene and benzene under organic-solvent-free

conditions.290 The composites of Au, Ag–TiO2, or Pt-TiO2 with graphene exhibited

higher efficient catalytic activity for the reduction of nitro-compounds to amino-

compounds by NaBH4 than the corresponding Au, Ag, or Pt nanoparticles.286,291 We have

synthesized the 3D graphene network supported Ag nanocrystals (NCs) and CuO NCs by

thermal decomposition of GO-NC-AgNO3 composites and GO-NC-CuBr composites,
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respectively, as shown in Figure 6-4. The future work in this study includes: (1) using

3D graphene network supported Ag NCs for catalytic reduction of 4-nitrophenol; (2)

using 3D graphene network supported CuO NCs for photocatalytic degradation of

rhodamine B (RhB). In addition, the application of 3D graphene networks and N-doped

3D graphene networks for energy storage and conversion should be examined in the

future.

Figure 6-4. TEM images of graphene supported (A) Ag NCs and (B) CuO NCs.
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APPENDIX I

SYNTHESIS OF TNF, DBTF, BCA AND NSDPA

1 Instruments and Materials

Fluorenone (98%), 2,7-dibromofluorenone (96%), 4-bromobenzoic acid (98%),

phenylboronic acid (95%), triphenylmethylamine (99%), 4-bromo-N,N-diphenylaniline

(97%), tri(o-tolyl)phosphine  (TOP, 97%), palladium(II) acetate (98%), triethylamine

(99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. 4-Nitrostyrene (95%) was purchased

from TCI. Other reagents and organic solvents were purchased from Tianjin Chemical Co.

All chemical reagents were analytical grade and used as received. Organic solvents were

dried according to the standard procedures before using. All reactions were run under

magnetically stirred and were monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC). Flash

chromatography (FC) was performed using silica gel 60 (200–300 mesh). Nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a Brucker DRX 300 MHz NMR

spectrometer; chemical shifts are expressed in parts per million (δ scale) downfield from

tetramethylsilane and are referenced to residual protium in the NMR solvent (CHCl3: δ

7.26). Data are presented as follows: chemical shift, multiplicity (s = singlet, d = doublet,

t = triplet, q = quartet, m = multiplet and/or multiple resonances), coupling constant in

Hertz (Hz), integration.

2 Synthesis of TNF, DBTF, BCA and NSDPA
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Scheme 1 Synthesis of TNF, DBTF, BCA and NSDPA. a) HNO3(95%)-H2SO4(96%), water,
reflux; b) HNO3(85%)-H2SO4(96%), water, reflux; c) Pd(OAc)2, triphenylmethylamine , K2CO3,
toluene, water, reflux; d) Pd(OAc)2, TOP, triethylamine, reflux.

2.1 Synthesis of 2,4,7-trinitrofluorenone (TNF)

9-Fluorenone (10 mmol) and water (2 mL) were placed in a 100 mL, three–necked

flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer and an condenser, and was heated to 80 oC. And

then HNO3 (95%, 112 mmol)-H2SO4 (96%, 90 mmol) was added dropwise. After being

stirred at reflux for 2h, the reaction mixture was quenched with water (30 mL). The

product was filtered and washed with aqueous NaOH (10%, 2×50 mL), water (3 × 50 mL)

and dried.  The reaction afforded 2.98 g product as a yellow solid without

recrystallization, yield 94.5%. m.p. 173-175 oC; 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.01 (d, J

= 2.0Hz, 1H), 7.81 (d, J = 2.0Hz, 1H), 8.65 (d, J = 2.0Hz, 1H), 8.54 (d, J = 2.0Hz, 8.6Hz,

1H), 8.36 (d, J = 8.6Hz, 1H); 13C NMR (75.5 MHz, CDCl3): δ 186.6, 150.7, 149.5, 145.4,

143.6, 139.9, 139.2, 136.8, 131.3, 128.8, 126.3, 123.6, 120.9.
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2.2 Synthesis of 2,7-dibromo-4-nitrofluorenone (DBTF)

2,7-Dibromofluorenone (10 mmol) and water (10 mL) were placed in a 500 mL,

three–necked flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer and an condenser, and was heated

to 80 oC. And then HNO3 (85%, 396mmol)-H2SO4 (96%, 358mmol) was added dropwise.

After being stirred at reflux for 4h, the reaction mixture was quenched with water (300

mL). The product was filtered and washed with aqueous NaOH (10%, 2×200 mL), water

(3 × 200 mL) and dried. The compound was purified by recrystallization from ethanol to

afford 3.47 g product as a yellow solid, yield 90.7%. m.p. 195-196 ℃; 1HNMR δ 8.25 (d,

J = 1.8Hz, 1H), 8.06 (d, J = 1.8Hz, 1H), 7.96 (d, J = 8.3Hz, 1H), 7.92 (d, J = 2.0Hz, 1H),

7.75 (d, J = 8.3Hz, 2.0Hz, 1H); 13C NMR (75.5 MHz, CDCl3): δ 190.3, 149.8, 142.2,

139.6, 137.4, 135.1, 131.9, 128.6, 126.0, 125.7, 123.9, 119.9.

2.3  Synthesis of biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid (BCA)

4-bromobenzoic acid (5 mmol), phenylboronic acid (55 mmol), triphenylmethylamine

(5% mmol), palladium(II) acetate (5% mmol), toluene (40 mL) and water (20 ml) were

placed in a  100 mL Schlenk equipped with a magnetic stirrer. The reaction mixture was

stirred at 50 °C for 24h under Ar protected. Cooling to room temperature, the reaction

mixture was poured into 100ml water and extracted with ether (3 × 200 ml). The

combined organic phase was washed with brine (3 × 200 ml) and dried over Na2SO4.

Evaporation and the residue was purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate : n-

hexane = 1 : 10) to afford 0.85 g product as a red solid, yield 85.6%.mp 226-228 oC; 1H

NMR (400 MHz, (CD3)2CO-d6): 8.13 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.81 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.75

(d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 7.52 (d, J = 7.2Hz, 2H)，7.45-7.42 (m, 1H); 13C NMR (100 MHz,

(CD3)2CO-d6): 167.01, 145.21, 139.74, 130.18, 129.59, 129.16, 128.40, 127.07, 126.87.
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2.4 Synthesis of (E)-4-(4-nitrostyryl)-N,N-diphenylaniline (NSDPA)

4-Nitrostyrene (6 mmol), 4-bromo-N,N-diphenylaniline (5 mmol), tri-o-

tolylphosphine (TOP, 0.6 mmol.), palladium(II) acetate (5% mmol), and triethylamine

(50 ml) were placed in a  100 mL Schlenk equipped with a magnetic stirrer. The reaction

mixture was stirred at 110 °C for 24 h under Ar protected. Cooling to room temperature,

the reaction mixture was poured into 200 ml methanol, filtered, and then purified by

column chromatography (ethyl acetate : n-hexane = 1 : 8) to afford 1.09 g product as a

red solid, yield 55.8%. m.p. 146-148℃. 1HNMR δ 8.22 (d, J＝8.2 Hz, 2H), 7.61 (d, J＝

9.2 Hz, 2H), 7.42 (d, J＝7.0 Hz, 2H), 7.35-7.26 (m, 5H), 7.17-7.01 (m, 9H); 13C NMR

(75.5 MHz, CDCl3): δ 149.2, 148.0, 147.1, 145.0, 133.6, 130.2, 128.7, 127.1, 125.8,

125.7, 124.3, 123.4.
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